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Selected topics In nuclear- and astro-physics. This books contains
the contributed papers presented orally or at the poster session
during the XXII Masurian Lakes Summer School on Nuclear Phvsics
/Piaski, Poland, August 26 - September 5, I99l/. The subjects
cover the properties of hot and dense matter created in laboratory
/the dynamics of the nucleus-nucleus collisions, the structure of
hot and spinning nuclei/, the properties of hot and dense stellar
matter, the nuclear reactions of astrophysical interest /including
the latest developments of the tools such as e.g. the radioactive
beams/ and the nucleosynthesis /esp. R-processes/.

K3ÓpaHHhie Bonpocti anepHoft $H3HKH H acTpc$H3HKH. Hacroamaa
KHiira conepxHT

TaT&H noKJiaflOB 3acjiyinaHHHX

HJIH npencTaBJieHHHX B mne

Ha ceMHHapax

cTetmoBbix aoKJiemoB iia XXII Ma -

sypcKofi JleTHeli UlKOJie no anepHOH $H3HKe

(IlHacKH, IIojiLiiia,

26 aBrycT - 5 ceHTaópt I 9 9 I ) . TeiwaTHKa 9Tiix paóoT oxBaTHBaeT IDHPOKHŹ Kpyr BOHPOCOB CBH3aHHHx: c o cBoiicTBaMH r o p a veft

H njioTHofi ajiepHoli MaTepHH,

HHX ycjioBnax (mnaiwiKSi

a n e p i m x coy^apeHufi,

HTIHX is. Bpama»!HHxca a f l e p ) ;

MaTepHH;

odpa3OBaHHo8 B JiaÓopaTopCTpyKTypa r o p -

c o CBoficTBaMH ropa'qea H

c anepHHMH

peaicimaMH

HHTepec jum. acTpo$H3HKH (peaioiHH c HcnojiB3OBaHHeM
paimoaKTHBHux ny^KOB) a Taicate anepHHH cHHTe3 ( B

R-nponeccH).
Wybrane zagadnienia fizyki jądrowej i astrofizyki. Książka ta zawiera prace prezentowane na seminariach lub sesji plakatowej podczas XXII Mazurskiej Letniej Szkoły Fizyki Jądrowej
/Piaski,
Polska, 26 sierpnia - 5 września, 1991/. Zakres tematyczny tych
prac obejmuje własności gorącej i gęstej materii wytworzonej w warunkach laboratoryjnych /dynamika zderzeń jądrowych, struktura
gorących i wirujących jąder/, własności gorącej i gęstej materii
gwiezdnej, reakcje jądrowe o astrofizycznym znaczeniu /w tym
reakcje z użyciem radioaktywnych wiązek/ oraz syntezę jądrową
/w szczególności procesy R/.
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P R E F A C E
This

book

contains

the

contributed

papers

presented

orally or at the poster session during the XXII MASURIAN LAKES
SUMMER

SCHOOL

ON

NUCLEAR

PHYSICS ( Piaski, Poland,August 26 -

September 5, 1991 ). The invited lectures are published separately
( ADAM HILGER , Bristol, England ).
The headline of the School,

"Selected topics in ...",

calls for some comments. The subjects covered can be divided into
the following main groups: \i} the properties of hot and dense
matter

created

nucleus-nucleus
nuclei

in

the

laboratory

collisions,

(

the structure

the

dynamics

of hot

and

of

the

spinning

), {il} the properties of hot and dense stellar matter,

{ili} the nuclear reactions of astrophysical interest ( including
the latest developments of the tools such as e.g. the radioactive
beams ), and {iv} the nucleosynthesis ( esp. the R-process ). I
hope that the Reader of this book will find here some of the
excitement we felt during the School In discovering how closely
interrelated these subjects really are.
We have had the good luck of bringing together several
leading experts in these fields or sub-fields. Experts, who have
taken pains

to find

a

common

language,

to overcome

the easy

temptation of talking shop to their peers. It is with a genuine
.satisfaction that I am presenting this book to the General Reader,
confident that it will be of real value to those wanting to find a
piece of specialized information as well as to those wishing to
expand their ken, to experts as well as to novices.
Those of the old friends of our School who happened to
be absent this year might want to know that we have moved from
Mikołajki, the site of the preceding sixteen Schools, to Piaski.
The new place is less than 20 km away from Mikołajki, at the same
chain of lakes. I hope those who did come found the change much to
the better. Otherwise the good traditions were preserved; we've
welcomed colleagues from 22 countries; twenty crews participated
in the regatta

( won by Marcin Palacz, Świerk

); the string

quartet "Camerata" performed for us In the local church; Kenji
Katorl won the loudest ( by far ) applauds at the singing contest
at

the

camp-fire;

Tomasz

Niewodniczanski

shared

with

us

secrets and excitement of a manuscript and authograph collector

/-VI.I-

the

with his fascinating evening talk on the opening day;...We only
wished all of you were
next School

In 1993

there! And I hope you will be there at the
( this Is to say

that we change

to the

biannual schedule ).
Last but not least, I wish once again to thank all my
colleagues of the organizing committee

( the "visible" and the

anonymous alike ), the speakers ( counting those who spoke physics
Inside as well as outside the lecture hall, I.e. everybody ), and
our sponsors: the "Komitet Badań Naukowych", the Warsaw University
and the Soltan Institute for Nuclear Studies.

ZIEMOWID SUJKOWSKI
Świerk, October 1991
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SHAPE EFFECTS IN HEAVY-ION INDUCED FISSION
J. B. Fitzgerald
Max-Planck-Institut fur Kernphysik, D-6900 Heidelberg FRG

ABSTRACT
Information from 7-ray spectroscopic studies of heavy-ion fusion-fission
reactions has provided estimates of the average angular momentum of fission
fragments before prompt neutron and 7-ray emission. The data, analysed
within the framework of a statistical scission model, show a correlation between fragment spins and the ground-state shapes of the fragments. A measurement of fragment total kinetic energy (TKE), which is closely related to
the Coulomb energy at scission, has indicated that scission shapes are uniformly deformed. It is deduced that those fragments which preferentially
adopt spherical g.s. shapes are colder at, and immediately following, scission,
when spin excitation processes take place. The reduction in temperature is
consistent with estimates of "locked-up" deformation energy. Considerations
of energy balance, given a smoothly varying TKE distribution, and uniform
neutron and low-energy (up to 3MeV) 7-ray emission, suggest that spherical
products with g.s. masses lowered by shell-stabilization may de-excite via
high-energy non-statistical radiative transitions accompanying the shape relaxation from elongated scission-point shape to near-spherical ground-state
configuration. An experimental investigation of the high-energy 7-ray spectrum in heavy-ion induced fission reactions is now underway.

-2AVERAGE SPINS OF FISSION FRAGMENTS
High-resolution 7-ray spectroscopy studies [1] at the Nuclear Structure
Facility, Daresbury UK and at the Argonne National Laboratory, Illinois USA,
have provided detailed information on the relative populations of discrete
states in a wide range of fission fragments from the heavy-ion induced fusionfission reactions

19T

Au( 19 F,/) and

232

Th( i a O,/). Such experiments can also

yield information on total 7-ray multiplicity (and hence also statistical 7ray multiplicity) and, from fragment mass and atomic number distributions,
neutron multiplicity. Hence the average spins of fragments before prompt neutron and 7 emission have been deduced [2,3]. A simplified statistical scission
model (SSSM) has been used to derive trends in the mean spins (J) of individual fragments, and predicts that for a fragment of mass A with nuclear
temperature T and for constant scission-point shape, (J) oc AS/6TX/2.

The

temperature has been estimated using ground-state Q-value systematics for
the fission products, and the experimental mean spins scaled accordingly to
remove this mass dependence (see Figure 1).

0.18-•

0.10
PRIMARY FRAGMENT MASS

Figure 1 Scaled mean spins as a function of fragment mass

The data fall into two regions, of high and low scaled mean spin (shown
by solid and dashed lines in Figure 1). These regions coincide with regions of
constant ground-state shape, and it appears that within this constraint, the
SSSM describes the mean spins rather well. The scaled spins of fragments
spherical in their ground-states are, however, lower than those of "soft", deformed nuclei. This can be explained either (i) by fragments taking up their
ground-state shapes at scission, since in the SSSM, (/) oc \/moment of inertia
via the effect on the level-density of collective, rotational states in deformed
nuclei; or (ii) by assuming a constant, elongated "liquid-drop" scission configuration for all fragments, and taking a lower nuclear temperature for those
nuclei preferentially spherical in their ground-states: this can be understood
in terms of a deformation energy, as well as loss of the shell-stabilization
associated with preferred ground-state shape.
FISSION FRAGMENT SHAPES AT SCISSION: FISSION TKE
In order to determine the influence of the ground-state configuration on
fragment angular momentum, the fission total kinetic energy (TKE) has been
measured [3] for the system m A u ( 1 9 F , / ) . The TKE is predominantly determined by the Coulomb energy at scission, and thus is highly sensitive to the
shape of the touching, nascent fragments. The measured TKEs are in excellent agreement with models assuming a constant scission-point configuration
over all masses. Ground-state shapes at scission would result in an increase
of ~ lOMeV for fragments outside the A ~ 100 region of deformation, giving
a rather broad, "top-hat" distribution.
ENERGY BALANCE: HIGH-ENERGY -ys IN FISSION?
This detailed information on 7-ray and prompt neutron emission, and
on the fission TKE as a function of mass, enables investigation of the energy
balance in these fissioning systems. Ground-state mass evaluations show that
the total energy release (after shape relaxation) is considerably more for the

-4shell-stabilized asymmetric (in the case of

19T

Au( 19 F,/) mass splits than for

fissions leading to soft deformed nuclei in the A ~ 100 region. However, both
TKE and neutron multiplicity are smoothly-varying, well-behaved functions
of mass (or charge). The average neutron multiplicity, derived from the mean
AjZ ratio for each element [3], agrees closely with the Maximum Excitation
Energy Sana Shells model of charge division in fission, with a post-scission
multiplicity of 4.0 ± 0.2 per fragment pair for all mass splits.
Furthermore, experimental studies [4] of such heavy-ion reactions, including

197

Au( 1 9 F,/), have shown that the total energy carried by 7-rays of

energy up to 3MeV is constant as a function of mass asymmetry ({E1){M~<) —
constant, for E^ < 3MeV). This raises the question: where does the additional
energy associated with forming shell-stabilized products go to?
One possibility is the decay of highly deformed scission shapes to spherical
ground-states accompanied by the emission of a high-energy non-statistical
7-ray. There have been indications of such a decay mode in spontaneous
fission, where a smaller fraction of events would be expected to undergo such
a shape change [5]. Studies of neutron emission [6,7,8] in "hot" and "cold"
fission events (i.e. low and high TKE events respectively) have suggested that
the fragment excitation energy is similar in either case; this can be interpreted
as evidence that the low TKE (elongated, high excitation energy) products
may de-excite by radiative transitions.
An experiment has therefore recently been carried out to investigate the
7-ray spectrum at high energies in the reaction m A u ( 1 9 F , / ) , using the highefficiency Heidelberg-Darmstadt Crystal Ball 4TT 7-spectrometer. Fragmentfragment coincidences were detected by a pair of position sensitive parallelplate avalanche counters, giving time-of-flight information and hence mass
asymmetry. Around 10T fragment-fragment-7 coincidences were recorded.
The analysis is expected to give information on the 7-ray spectra at highenergy as a function of fragment mass asymmetry.
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Abstract
The data for differential cross sections and transverse tenr,or analysing powers in
scattering of polarized ^Na from 208Pb at 170 MeV were obtained for the ground, first
and second excited states of ^Na. The extracted data were analyzed on the basis of the
tidal symrretry model and the adiabatic approximation. By comparing these results with
the exact coupled channel calculations and the measured data, the validity of tidal
symmetry model is discussed.
The data for differential cross sections and transverse tensor analysing powers in
scattering of polarized 23Na from 208Pb at 170 MeV [1] were obtained for the ground, first and
second excited states of 23Na using the QMG/2 magnetic spectrometer at Daresbury
Laboratory. The polarized 23Na beams of typical currents 15 - 60enA and of tensor
polarizations t2o = 0.11 - 0.14 at the target were provided by the polarized heavy ion source. A
208pb self supporting target of 150 jig/cm2 was used. The observed FWHM of the elastic peak
was 170 - 300 keV, mostly due to the energy spread of the beam and target nonuniformity. A
typical momentum spectrum of scattered 23Na is shown in Figure 1. The peaks were fitted by
Gaussians and the differentia] cross sections were obtained by normalizing the areas to the
quasi-elastic cross sections [2].
The extracted data were analyzed on the basis of the tidal symmetry model [3] and the
adiabatic approximation [4], The ground state (g.s.) reorientation coupling togethk • with 2channel and 3-channel coupling scheme of 23Na states have been attempted. Both nuclear and
Coulomb terms were used in the reorientation and coupling potentials. The Woods-Saxon(WS)
and derivative WS form factors were used for the central and coupling nuclear potential
respectively. The optical model parameters were optimized by fitting only the cross sections
and listed in Table 1. These results from tidal symmetry model were also compared with the
exact coupled channel (CC) and adiabatic CC calculations by the code FRESCO [5]. To allow
a direct comparison, the same potential strengths, form factors and coupling strengths shown
in Table 1 were used. Both the nuclear and Coulomb deformation lengths were kept equal to
the extracted value from the g.s. spectroscopic quadrupole moment of ^Na [6].
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Figure 1. The momentum spectrum of scattered 23Na at 54°(lab). The inelastic groups
are identified. The elastic and inelastic^/Z4) peaks are reduced by a factor of 10.
The results of ground state reorientation coupling calculations are shown in Figure 2.
The elastic cross section and the transverse analysing power from the exact CC calculation are
almost identical to those given by the tidal symmetry model over the relevant angular range. In
Figure 3, the results of 2-channel coupling are compared. The elastic cross section and the
transverse analysing power data are well reproduced from the exact CC calculation using the
potential parameters determined from the fit by the tidal symmetry model. It is notable that the
exact CC calculation correctly predicts the magnitudes of the 5/2+ inelastic cross section at
forward angles and also the transverse analysing power data.
Table 1. The used parameters of the Woods-Saxon potentials.
parameter set
I
II

m
IV

V(MeV)
74.7
134.1
63.0
63.0

W(MeV)
53.6
74.1
51.0
51.0

ro (fm)
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2

a (fm)
0.6
0.53
0.6
0.6

82 (fm)
1.57
1.57
1.03
1.57
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Figure 2. (Top) A fit to the elastic
differential cross section by the tidal
symmetry model (continuous) and the
exact CC calculation (dashed) using the
potential parameter set I in Table 1.
(Bottom) The predicted TT2o(6) from
both calculations compared with the
data.
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Figure 3. A fit in the tidal symmetry model to the elastic differential cross section in 2channel coupling. The optimized potentials are listed in set II of Table 1. The results from the
tidal symmetry model are shown in continuous lines. The results from exact CC calculation
using the same potential parameters and deformation length are shown in dashed lines.
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Figure 4. Results for the elastic
channel, the 5/2+ and the 7/2+ ineh.stic
channels from a 3-channel coupling
calculation. The measured data are
compared with the results from the tidal
symmetry model (continuous lines) using
the parameters of set III in Table 1. The
exact CC calculations (dashed) and the
adiabatic CC calculations (c'otted) used
the same potential parameters (set IV of
Table 1) but the deformation length was
fixed to the reported experimental value.
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The resi'lts of 3-channel coupling are shown in Figure 4. The continuous, dashed and
dotted lines are from the tidal symmetry model, exact CC and adiabatic CC calculations
respectively. The potentials and coupling form factors were the same in the calculations but the
deformation length was reduced by a factor of 2/3 in the tidal symmetry model calculation.
Although a detailed fit was not attempted, the cross sections and transverse tensor analysing
powers in the observed channels could be reproduced in the exact CC calculation. The
predicted transverse tensor analysing power for the 5/2+ inelastic channel from the tidal
symmetry model was not consistent either with the measured data or with the exact CC
calculation result. It should be noted that the predicted transverse tensor analysing power for
the 7/2 + inelastic channel was similar in both the tidal symmetry model and the exact CC
calculations while the 7/2 + inelastic cross sections were overpredicted in the forward angle
region by the tidal symmetry model. From the comparison of the calculations, the
overprediction of the 7/2+ inelastic cross section in the tidal symmetry model was partly due to
neglecting the excitation energy (2.08 MeV). The calculated elastic cross section, 5/2+ inelastic
cross section and elastic transverse tensor analysing power were not changed appreciably by
the adiabatic approximation. The discrepancy of the predictions for the inelastic channels by the
tidal symmetry model is regarded as resulting from the tidal spin mixing by both the Coulomb
excitation process [71 and the isocentrifugal approximation [8J.
In conclusion, the tidal symmetry concept is useful only for the elastic scattering
mechanism in heavy ion collisions. For the elastic scattering of the collision system in this
study, the tidal symmetry model describes the measured data quantitatively and the calculated
result is consistent with the exact CC calculation. In the inelastic channels, there are indications
of tidal symmetry violation hence a more elaborate treatment of the problem is required.
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ABSTRACT
The elastic a-scattering on

3fl

Ar has been analyzed in a broad range of ener-

gies using a double folded a-optical potential. The cross sections were reproduced
excellently and the extracted optical potentials show a nice systematic behaviour.
The inelastic scattering has been analyzed within the coupled-channel approach.
Again the double-folded potentials lead to a very satisfactory description of the
cross sections. The analyses proof the oblate shape of 56 Ar. In microscopic finiterange DWBA analyses of the

K(p, a )

Ar reaction the use of the folding poten-

tial yields a good description of the differential cross sections as well as the correct
absolute values.

I. INTRODUCTION
In systematic studies of the elastic and inelastic scattering on light nuclei [1,2,3]
double folded a-nucleus potentials, calculated by means of a density dependent form
of the nucleon-nucleon interaction [4], have been used to analyze the data. It could be
shown, that the experimental data are rather well described in a broad range of energies.
Considering inelastic scattering the analyses yield reliable values for the deformation and
the isoscalar transition probabilities. Additionally microscopic Finite-Range DWBA
analyses of (p,a) reactions, which used the double folded a-optical potential, provide
the almost correct magnitude of the cross sections [5], whereas Woods-Saxon optical
potentials often underestimate the absolute value by orders of magnitude.
In this context the nucleus !6 Ar is interesting for an investigation, because only
few data exist on elastic a-scattering. There are no inelastic cross sections and the
deformation is not well established up to now. Additionally the reaction " K ( p , a) 38 Ar
should provide another test for the use of the folding potential.
The elastic and inelastic a-scattering was measured at the Bonn isochronous cyclotron facility at the energies 40, 48, and 54 MeV [6]. The 8 9 K(p,a)"Ar reaction was
measured at the injector cyclotron of the PSI (Villigen) at Ep = 35 MeV [7], which
corresponds to an a-energy of about 40 MeV.

-12H. OPTICAL MODEL ANALYSES
First we consider the description of the elastic a-scattering in the optical-model
(OM). The real part of the optical potential was deduced in the framework of the
double-folding model and is described by

UF(r) =A/ / dvT I dra

-rr)

= r

(1)

where r is the separation of the centers of mass of the colliding target nucleus and the
o particle, PT(*T) and pa(ra) are the respective nucleon densities, i{E, s) is the density
dependent effective interaction [4], and Xf is an overall normalization factor. A detailed
description of the computation of the potential UF{T) is given in Ref. 1. The imaginary
potential was taken as a sum of a Woods-Saxon volume and surface term.
• • i
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4.78
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Table I. Volume integrals and rms radii for the optical-model analyses
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III. COUPLED-CHANNEL ANALYSES
In order to obtain further insight into the nature of the low-lying collective states
of the S8Ar nucleus, we analyzed the inelastic scattering within the Symmetric Rotor
Model. To obtain an optimum reproduction of the experimental cross-section data, first
the deformation parameters fi\ and the potential parameters were adjusted for each
energy. Although both signs for the deformations were allowed in the analyses, only
negative values for both, /32 and fit resulted in a good description of the experimental
data at all energies. The final results, calculated with averaged negative values for /8j
and /34, are shown in Fig. 2.
l

E l0b =40 MeV

o

150

50

• • l

•

i

£,„„=54 MeV

0

50

100

150

0

50

100
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3 cm (deg)

O,

Fig. 2. Elastic and inelastic a scattering on " A r together with CC analyses within the
SRM. The deformation parameters were fixed at fa = -0.21, /?4 = -0.08.
Comparing the imaginary volume integrals obtained by the optical model calculations
(Table I) with those from CC calculations (Table II), the latter are lower by 20-30%,
due to the explicit consideration of the first excited states. The values are similar to
those obtained from a-scattering on nuclei at the beginning of the ati-shell [1,2,3].
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Table II. Volume integrals and rms radii within the SRM.
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4.60
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The volume integrals of the real part of the optical potential (Table II) are lower than
those obtained by OM calculations. This effect, characteristic of nuclei with an oblate
shape, has already been observed by Clement et al. [9]. The deduced isoscalar transition
rates B(ISX) are only somewhat larger than the B(EX) from electromagnetic probes.
The resulting quadrupole moment is positive, which proves the oblate shape of 88Ar.
Analyses within the pure harmonic vibrator model did not provide satisfactory
results.
IV. MICROSCOPIC FINITE RANGE DWBA ANALYSES
In the analyses of the 39 K(p, a) s 8 Ar reaction we used folding potentials in the
proton as well in the a-channel. (dashed line in Fig. 3). The microscopic formfactor
was derived from the spectroscopy of Chung Wildenthal shell model wave functions.
The proton scattering data was taken from Bray et al. (25 MeV) [10] and from Fabrici
et al. (35 MeV) [11], The proton analyzing power was measured together with the
(p,a) reaction [7]. The description of the a-scattering at 29 and 40 MeV is equal to
that in Fig. 1. The normalization factor needed for the calculated reaction cross section
is nearly one. The solid line in Fig. 3 shows the result of a simultaneous fit to all three
channels, where a sum of six Fourier Bessel terms is added to the optical potentials.
It turned out that minor modifications of the folded potentials improve the fit to the
experimental data in entrance-, exit- and reaction channel.

10e

<To.o

rv v r- -

-0.5
-1.0

Fig, 3: p-scattering and (p,a) transfer reaction (for explanation see text).
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V. CONCLUSIONS
The elastic scattering data have been analyzed in the framework of the optical
model using a double folded real potential. The angular distributions are described
very satisfactory for all incident energies between 18 and 54 MeV. The integral values
of the optical potentials show a smooth variation with energy.
The inelastic scattering was treated in the rotational model. A negative value for
/?2 as well as for /?4 is needed to fit the inelastic scattering data at all three energies. The
spectroscopic quadrupole moment of the 2* state is found to be positive, thus showing
the oblate shape of 38 Ar. The extracted isoscalar quadrupole transition strengths are
only slightly higher than the e.m. values.
The microscopic FR-DWBA analyses, using the folding procedure for the proton
as well for the a optical potential, give the correct absolute value for the reaction cross
section. Slight modifications of the optical potentials allow an excellent description of
the cross sections and analyzing powers of the entrance-, exit- and reaction channel.
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ABSTRACT
We argue that the factorial moments analysis is the very efficient in investigation
of multifragmentation phenomenon. It is shown that inclusive spectrum does not
determine the correlations between fragments. In particular, we show that inclusive
poissonian distribution of M/A/F(niultiplicity of intermediate mass fragments) does
not determine the correlations between them.

-17For some time there has been an interesting question whether the multifragmentation phenomenon exhibits, from statistical point of view, the breaking mechanism analogous to that encountered in percolation. The interest in this problem started when
the same power law has been observed in the fragment size distribution for both the
experimental data and the percolation model [1,2]. The latter, in the critical regime,
gives the following formula for the cluster size distribution N (s,e) ~ s~r f(e, sff) .
Here, /(e, 9°) is the scaling function in which e is a variable characterizing distance
from the critical point , 3 is the size of the finite cluster and

r, a are critical ex-

ponents. It was recently also discovered that for percolation at a critical point there
exists a linear growth of factorial moments in charge spectrum, so it is an interesting
question if the same behavior can be also observed in the experimental data. There
was also another interesting question if the critical exponent T = 2.15 in charge distribution and/or the mean multiplicity of fragments dominates the correlations between
fragments. In this note we first illustrate in very simple terms the idea of intermittency: we then show that an additional information can be obtained by applying this
method in studies of charge distribution. Finally, we also show the limitations of the
experiment in possible observation of the intermittency in relation to experimental
resolution.
• In statistics there are known mainly two kinds of moments: standard ones fip = <
np > and the factorial ones distributions £p = < n(n — l)...(n — p + 1) >, here p is
the rank of moment [3]. The factorial moments allow us to calculate the moments of
convoluted distributions. If In experiment we observe the distribution Q(k) which can
be regard as the convolution of dynamical part P(pj and the statistical pa.rtB(p) [4]:

Q(k) = I dpP(p)B(p;k).

(1)

then, as it was shown by Białas and Peschański[4], by calculating the factorial moments
of Q(k) we can extract the standard moments of P(p)- In this way we can obtain
the information about the dynamical fluctuations in a system. In order to find the
underlying scale-invariance of physical processes it was also proposed[4] that factorial

-18moments should be calculated for different partitions of the system.
There are different normalizations of factorial moments due to the assumption
about distribution B(k;p). If we assume Poissonian like behavior we then obtain the
following normalization:
f,
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which is appropriate for events with the mean particle multiplicity < JV > in the
interval Aa and for a particular partition of the region of interest As in M bins of the
size 6a = Aa/M . In the above formula rc, is the number of particles in the jth bin
and the brackets < > denote the average over many events. In our case < N > is the
mean number of fragments and Aa is the fragment size distribution.
The presence of fluctuations can be established by comparison of the above calculated moments to those obtained from the smooth inclusive distribution p(a) . To
correct for a possible dependence of < Fi > on the shape of p(s) one should divide
(2) by the factor:(see also: [5] )
M

= M-'Y.

Ir - /

and present results in the form

1

p(s) da)'/ [( A," ) /

p(s) da}',

In < Fi > = In [ < F, > jRi ]

vs

(3)
(-/n Ss) . For

a flat distribution p(a) , the factors iż, are equal to one and hence can be neglected.
In this way we can study the dynamical fluctuations on different scales and for
various sets of events. The system for which these fluctuations grow linearly with
scale are called intermittent.
turbulante flow [6].

Well known example of such a system is the case of

-19To show that the additional information can be get by applying the method of
factorial moments to charge distribution, we simulated the uncorrelated events holding the same power law dependance of charge distribution as for percolation at a
critical point. We were randomly choosing the fragments from power law probability
N (s) ~ s~r where N(s) is a frequency of cluster of the size a. For total multiplicity
in an event we took a poissonian distribution. We had no charge conservation in our
Monte Carlo but we wanted to be free from any kind of correlations. The percolation
was simulated using a simple cubic lattice bond model containing ( A = 63 ) number
of sites. Neighboring sites are connected by bonds which are randomly activated with
the probability q . A fragment with size 1 < s < A is defined as an ensemble of neighboring sites connected by active bonds. The evolution of the fragment size distribution
N(s) in the bond percolation models depends solely on the value of the bond parameter q . The self-similarity of N(s)

and the intermittent pattern of its fluctuations

is seen only in the narrow range of bond parameter 0.21 < q < 0.27 with maximal
slopes at q ~ 0.23 (7j. The result of the Monte Carlo of uncorrelated events and for
percolation is presented in Fig.l We can see that for the same inclusive distribution
of fragments and the same multiplicity distribution we may have different behavior of
factorial moments. This intermittent behavior in fragment size distribution has been
observed in full scale only for a sharp q value in percolation. For a wide range of q the
factorial exponents are different from those observed for a sharp g[7j. So there was an
interesting question concerning the relation between the resolution in q parameter and
a possible experimental observable. We tried to look on correlation of q with some
experimental observable. It was shown lately that an event selection can be done, in
an experiment of heavy ions, by applying the Z&ounrf quantity (sum of all charges with
Z > 2) [8]. We are presenting the dependence of q on ZtoU„d in Fig.2a for percolation
model, (of the size of A = 216) We can see that even with only theoretically possible
resolution of the order of units in Zi„und we have the resolution in q of the order of
~ 0.1 which is not good enough to select the sharp q around critical value. The same
disadvantage concerns also other observables. (see. Fig 2b).
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CONCLUSIONS.
It was shown that the poissonian distribution of fragments produced in the multifragmentation process does not determine correlations between them. By very simple
Monte Carlo example it was shown that the inclusive poissonian distribution of fragments, in particular power law dependence of charge distribution, does not determine
the correlations between fragments. We have also mentioned about possible experimental difficulties in selecting the sharp q value, which is connected to the problem of
the possibility in observation of the second order phase transition[9] in nuclear systems.
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a) The factorial moments for poissonian distribution of multiplicity of fragments fulfilling power-law in charge distribution (three upper pictures), b) Factorial moments for
poisBonian distribution of multiplicity of fragments for percolation at threshold (three
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Abstract:

The

•to
6
in
12
7
9
1?
7
9
C(a, Li) B,
C(a, Li) B and
C(a, Be) Be reactions at

90 MeV have been applied to investigate the cluster structure of
12
the
C nucleus. The measured angular distributions have been
analyzed using

the finite range DWBA formalism

including

both

direct (pick-up) and exchange (heavy particle pick-up) processes.
Absolute cross sections are satisfactorily reproduced with the
cluster spectroscopic amplitudes calculated in the framework of
the shell model.

The present experiment was performed using the 90 MeV alpha
particle beam from the Kiev isochronous cyclotron U-240.
2
A self-supporting carbon foil of about 150 jig/cm

thickness was

used as a target. A scattering chamber was used with three movable
AE-E solid state detector telescopes which were mounted at 12.5°
intervals at a distance of about 20 cm from

the target. The

-24thickness of the transmission counters (AE) ranged from 20 to 50
jim and stopping counters (E) was about 1000 nm.

The AE and E

signals were amplified with active filter and biased amplifiers
and

then

were

pulse

height

analyzed

by

analog-to

digital

converters interfaced via CAMAC to an on-line data acquisition
computer. A typical two-dimensional AE versus E spectrum is shown
In flg.l.

AE

10

20

30

40

30

SO

70

80

90

100

i 10

Fig.l. A typical two-dimensional AE versus E spectrum taken at
=27 5°
LAB
ions.

0

The various curves are due to the He, Li, Be and B

The energy resolution of our experiment was equal to 1% (mainly
determined

by

the energy

spread

of

the beam),

sufficient to resolve the first excited states of
their

ground

states,

leaving

also

which was not
Li and

unresolved

populating the ground and first excited states In the
For the

12

C(a, 6 Li) 10 B and

Be from

transitions
B nucleus.

12

C(ot,7Be)9Be reactions one is able to

measure simultaneously angular distribution In both forward and
backward hemispheres by detection of a particular heavy ion ( Li
10
9
or 7 Be) or Its heavier complementary product ( B or
Be) at
forward laboratory angles.

-25The finite range distorted wave Born approximation
analysis

of

the

measured

angular

distributions

was

(FR DWBA)
performed

according to the formalism developed by Austern et al. [1] using
the DWUCK 5 code of Kunz [2].
Two reaction mechanisms, direct pick-up and exchange pick-up
(heavy particle pick-up)

(fig.2), were

their

the

contribution

Individually.

In

to

the direct

cross

taken

into account and

sections

process

the

were

target

examined

nucleus

A

Is

represented as bound state of a cluster x and a core B, and the
emitted particle b is a composite of the transferred cluster x and
an incident particle a. In the exchange process the target nucleus
A is supposed to consist of transferred core x' and the emitted
particle b.
a.

b

A

B

a

B
A

a)

^

^

b

b)

Fig.2. The Feynman diagrams for the pick-up (a) and heavy
particle pick-up (b) mechanisms.

The essential parameters of the analysis were determined in the
way described below.
i) The

few-nucleon

cluster

spectroscoplc

amplitudes

decomposition of the target nucleus or ejectile

for

the

were calculated

in the present work and not treated as adjustable parameters.
These values have been obtained using code DESNA [3] within the
framework

of

developed

by

the of
Smirnov

the translationally
and

Tchuvil'sky

Invariant
[4]. To

shell model

determine

the

spectroscopic characteristics of the transferred clusters, and of

-26the initial and final nuclei, the wave functions calculated

in

Intermediate coupling scheme by Boyarklna [5] have been used. The
results of this calculation are given In the ref. [6].
11) The bound state wave functions of the transferred cluster to
the core were generated with Woods-Saxon potentials that had the
geometry parameters : r =0.82-0.87 fm (depending on a system) and
o

a ""0.65 fm. The well depths were adjusted

to give the correct

o

binding energies.
ill) The distorting potential parameters used were derived from
12
elastic scattering data. The entrance channel potential ( C + a)
was

provided

experiments

by

the

[7]. A

global

number

analysis
of

of

elastic

calculations

were

scattering
made

using

different sets of optical model parameters for the exit channel.
It

turned

out

that

parameters

which

lead

to

satisfactory

description of elastic scattering data did not work very well for
transfer reactions. Satisfactory description for ail Investigated
reactions was achieved with the parameters used to describe
9
Be elastic scattering cross sections [8],

9
Be +

The selected In this paper optical model parameters are shown in
table

1,

where

the

symbols

have

well

known

meanings.

Table 1
Optical model parameters used in distorted wave analysis
,,
,
Channel

V

r

a

W

r

a
w
w
(fm) (fm)

r
c
(fm)

(MeV)

(fm)

(fm)

(MeV)

a +12C

130.6

1.22

0.80

13.8

1.91

0.50

1.22

exit

110.0

0.82

0.73

20.0

1.30

0.765

0.82

-27The Interaction radii are given by R=rA

(for entrance channel)

or fl=r(B1/3+b1/3) (for exit channel).
The

results

of

the FR DWBA

calculations

are

compared

with

experimental data in figs. 3-4. The contributions from the light
cluster pick-up and heavy cluster pick-up processes together with
their incoherent sum are shown in the figures. This simplification
is partly justified by the fact that the contribution from light
cluster transfer is significant for small angles and that from
heavy cluster transfer, on the contrary, for large angles.
Fig. 3 shows the angular distributions populating
(3/2~), 2.43 MeV (5/2~) and 6.76 MeV

the 0.0 MeV

(7/2~) states in the

9

Be

nucleus compared with the FR DWBA calculations. These calculations
considered both the ground and first excited states in the
nucleus. The contributions from

He- and

7
Be

He-cluster transfers

are shown separately while the solid curves present the sums of
both

contributions.

Reasonably

experimental

data

magnitude

the cross section and

of

distribution

for

and

the

the

good

agreement

calculations

ground

state

the
of

Is

between

evident

shape of
the

9
Be.

the

for

the
the

angular

Although

the

magnitude of the cross sections leading to the excited states is
in rough agreement with the experimental ones, the shapes of the
distributions are, however, less well reproduced.
The angular distributions for low lying states of the residual
nuclei together with the results of FR DWBA calculations for the
1?
7
1<£
C(a,'Li,
(gs+0.47B)

9
)B

and

1?
6
10
"CCa, L i ) 1 B,

„

%

reactions

are

(gs+0.718)

displayed in fig.4. Although the theoretical description appears
to be not perfect, especially for the (a, Li) reaction, globally

-28the experimental cross sections are well reproduced.

Theta (deg)
12C(4Ho.7Bo)8Bo
Fig.3. Comparison of the FR
DWBA predictions with

the

experimental data for

the

0.0 MeV (the top), 2.43 MeV
(the middle) and 6.76 MeV
q
(the bottom) states In Be.
Each curve is labelled by
the transferred cluster.
So

'

100

' '

Theta (deg)

150

12C(4Ho.7B«)CB«
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the experimental

angular

distributions

with the FR DWBA calculations.

The following conclusions can be drown from the present work.
The angular distributions of the investigated reactions can be
successfully described in the framework of the FR DWBA . Together
with

the direct

exchange-mode

pick-up

mechanisms

mechanism
are

found

contributions

from the

to be necessary

for a

description of the angular distributions.
The

absolute

magnitude

of the cross

sections

can

satisfactorily described while using the theoretically determined
shell model spectroscoplc amplitudes.
Good

quantitative

distributions

with

agreement

the theoretical

of the measured
predictions

angular

illustrate

that

from the multinucleon transfer reactions one can obtain a valuable
Information about cluster structure for light nuclei.

be
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Abstract
In the paper

the idea of the AGCM approach and

its application

to the

temperature dependent IBM model has been outlined.

1. The Algebraic Generator Coordinate Method.
The Generator Coordinate Method (GCM) allows to construct the nuclear
collective spaces by means of a very general ansatz for a trial function
[11:
|*> =

dq u(q) |q>

(1)

The states (1) are pure states in the quantum mechanical sense. For
many cases as for example for highly excited nuclei (hot nuclei), the heavy
ion.s collisions and other phenomena where a statistical approach is required
the ansatz
formalism.

(1) is not
One

needs

sufficient
to

extend

and does not provide
the

GCM

approach

to

the appropriate

the

mixed

states

generated from a given density matrix, the approach we call the Algebraic
Generator

Coordinate

Method

(AGCM)

[2].

The

collective

variables

we

introduce by means of the appropriate group of motions which defines the
possible types of excitations in the physical system.
The main object in the procedure of the construction of the collective

Work supported by the Polish Ministry of Education,
grant No.II.1.1. P/04/399.

-32space generated by a density operator p and a given group of motions G is an
•-algebra L (G) and the space of functionals (metastates) on it [3]. The
metastate on the algebra L (G) is chosen as the following integral:
<p;u> = fdg u(g) Tr(pT(g)),

(2)

G
where T(g) is a unitary representation of the group of motion G. Following
the standard GNS [3] procedure one can obtain the collective space K with
the scalar product defined by the metastate:

E <p;u#*v> = Jdg'Jdg u*(g')Tr(pT(g'"1g))v(g).
G

(3)

G

This formula shows that the scalar product generated by the density operator
is nonlocal, where the nonlocal kernel function is the generalized overlap
function, which is a measure of coupling between 'deformations' g an g'. One
can obtain the standard GCM approach using the density matrix corresponding
to a pure state p=|-><-|.
For simplicity we consider here a special but often met case:
H|fi A a> = E(fiAa) ||uAa>

&

p|(u A a> = p(fiAa) |jiAa> ,

(4)

where jx denotes an invariant in respect of G set of quantum numbers, 'A'
labels the ir. r. of G and 'a' denotes a set of remaining quantum numbers
required for unique specification of the basl^ for ir. r. 'A' of G. In this
case

the collective hamiltonian obtained

by projection of H onto

the

collective space K has the following spectrum of the collective energies:
" ) E(fiAa)
6. ,= -£—«—, . ,s
Aaa'
£ p(fiAa )

.

(5)

(•<

The additional quantum label 'a' describes some internal motions of the
system. The well known example of a such type of quantum number is the
number K representing a projection of the angular momentum vector onto an
internal axe In the asymmetric top.

-332. An example: the 'temperature' dependent IBM model.
In this chapter we would like to show how the method works in a popular
model of Interacting bosons (IBM-1) [4]. In the model the total number of
bosons N for a given nucleus is fixed. We propose here to consider the case
of

a

'soft

core'

that

allows

for

'evaporation'

of

pairs

of

nucleons

'coupled' into bosons. This means that the number of bosons can change from
N

connected with half

the number of valence nucleons or holes

to a

min

possible maximum value of N which is not larger than the half of the total
*
number of nucleons in the given nucleus. In the following we choose the so
called vibratlonal limit defined by the following group chain:
vj,

4,

4>- 4 ' •4'

N

n

v

x

(6)

L,M

We define the metastate using the canonical density matrix peZ~lexp(-e H ) ,
where H is the boson hamiltonian diagonal in (6).
In fig. 1 one can notice the origin of the levels: some of them are
generated from the ground state by the rotational group S0(3), some by S0(5)
and some "require" SU(5) to be excitod. This property can be used as a basis
of a new group theoretical classification of collective excitations.
In 'I3.2 there is plotted a behaviour of the collective energies for
1

Cd nucleus as a function of the boson temperature T=l/0. The temperature

dependent spectrum should be interpreted as an effective spectrum. On the
other hand, the parameter T can be treated as a new free parameter of the
theory describing some softness of the core and, in this case, it should bs
fitted to the experimental data together with the hamiltonian parameters to
choose the appropriate collective space.
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I

Fig.1. The AGCM classification of the energy levels of

110

Cd

In the IBM vlbrational limit.

0

0.5

1

Boson Tempero lure t MeV J

Fig.2. A dependence of the spectrum of

Cd on the boson temperature.

3.Conclusions
The

AGCM

method

allows

for

construction

of

the

collective

spaces

generated by a density matrix and a given group of motions. The structure of
the collective space is dependent on the shape of the metastate which, in
turn, can be dependent on some external parameters. This property of the
formalism allows for description of the phenomena with the variable state
space.
This algebraical approach gives a tool for classification of the energy
spectra with

respect

to subgroups of

the group

of motions giving

also

information about the states internal structure. The reduction of degrees of
freedom allows to ascertain which kind of motion is responsible for the
given energy level. In addition, in some cases one can obtain a double set
of quantum numbers generated by the group of motion G - the second set is
responsible for some internal structure of the physical system and allows
for

appearance

of

some

extra

bands,

like

rotational

K-bands

in

the

asymmetric top.
Using AGCM

in the numerical codes for GCM GHW equations or

in GOA

approximation it is enough to change the overlap function and the reduced
energy kernel.
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Statistical Decay Out of the Super-Deformed Yrast Bands ?
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Abstract
133
152
IM
The experimental data on super-deformed yrast bands in Ce, Dy, Hg are used to calculate the parameters of transmission coefficient through the potential energy barrier between stałeś
of two deformations. It is found that the simplest form of transmission coefficient, together with
the standard expressions for transition strengths, allow to reproduce the experimental intensity
of super-deformed bands reasonably well.
The existence of discrete super-deformed (SD) bands in the region of high (a few MeV) excitation
energy (relatively to normal deformed (ND) yrast line) indicates strong hindrance of statistical out-ofSD-band transitions. This hindrance is often described [1] in terms of penetration through potential
energy barrier between states of two different deformations. Another conspicuous feature of the SD
bands is their sudden decay out. In this work we attempt to calculate the transmission coefficient
through the barrier and its spin dependence needed to describe the changes of experimental intensity
[2,3,4] of SD yrast bands. This is done for 3 nuclei from different regions, the simplest form of the
transmission coefficient is assumed and standard expressions for transition strengths are used.
The transition probabilities were calculated with standard strength assumptions for the rotational
transitions within the SD band and for the statistical out-of-band transitions (fig. 1). The following
formulas (from program GAMBLE [5]) have been used:
The statistical out-of-band transition probability:

where:
«£i — the strength function with GDR,
' EXSD(I)

— the excitation energy of SD band relatively to ND yrast

The level density:

The probability of rotational transitions in SD band:
ProtsD = B(E2)SD

x 7.346 x 107 x Ai/3

x E*

where Ey is given in MeV.
Since no direct experimental information on the excitation energy of SD band is available, the value
of it was chosen somewhat arbitrarily. This is the source of the main uncertainly in the calculated
values. However, any reasonable value of ETSD (1 MeV and higher) leads to the same conclusion that
the unhindered out-of-band probabilities (for spins close to the decay region of SD band) are always
a few orders of magnitude larger than in-band probabilities.
The simplest form of the barrier is one with the shape of an inverted parabola. The transmission
coefficient through such a barrier is:

T=

1

where EB(I) — height of the barrier
The parameter hug depends on the shape of the barrier and on the mass parameter. In the
calculations presented here it was assumed that hwg does not depend on spin. This is at varriance
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Figure 1: Out of band (open symbols) and in band (full symbols) transition probabilities.
with ref. [6], where rapid change of mass parameter due to onset of pairing was suggested as a reason
of the sudden decay of SD band.
Taking into account the fact that T must be much smaller than 1 and assuming the linear dependance of EB on spin, the formula for T may be simplified:

T = Ce-aI
Both C and a should be fitted to experimental data. However, the parameters of the transmission
coefficient are sensitive to the intensity of only a few (3-7) transitions. Moreover, it was found that C
and a ate strongly correlated, hence they can not be independently determined from the fit, even if
the number of the fitted points is sufficient. It was decided then to assume C = 1 and leave only one
free parameter — a. This implies the assumption that the barrier vanishes for spin 0.
The transmission coefficient quoted above does not take into account the difference in energy
between the initial and final state. In calculations of [1] the problem was solved by the assumption,of
sequential nature of the process of decay of superdeformed band, i.e. the barrier penetration without
energy change was followed by the statistical decay in the normal-deformed well. One may argue
that this does not reflect the physical situation and, more important, it requires large level density of
the initial state, which is not the case for transitions from super-deformed yrast bands. A recipe for
calculation of V (the transmission coefficient including difference in energy between the initial and
final state), on the basis of overlap of wave-functions in 2 wells was presented in [7]. The resulting
formulas are, however, rather complex, especially to be used for fit. An approximate formula was used
(compare [7]):
T>=

_ J}1

K 2 0.006

As was mentioned before, the excitation energy of SD bands is unknown. In the case of 152 Dy
there are arguments [3] that SD band becomes yrast around 1=54 — this corresponds to EXSD(I =
22) = 5.26 MeV. The parameter a was calulated assuming such EXSD- For other nuclei, value of the a
of 152 Dy was assumed and then the ExSD calculated. This procedure was repeated for various values
of EXSD »n 1B2Dy. The results of calculations are presented in fig. 2 and table 1 (curves in the figure
correspond to row 1 in the table).
Conclusion: The decay out of the super-deformed band may be acceptably described by statistical
transitions through the energy barrier between the SD and ND states with only one free parameter,
corresponding to linear dependence of the berrier height on spin. The same value of the parameter
may be used for different nuclei, if the excitation energy of SD band is adjusted. This is obtained
with rather slow variation of the barrier height, similarly as calculated in [8] (however, in opposite to
[8], EB(I = 0) = 0 is assumed).
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Abstract
New results are given for the reaction 1 9 F(p,a) 1 6 O. A DWBA analysis for
19

F(p,ao) 16 O has been carried out using a double folding a optical potential. Ex-

citation functions of 19F(p,a2|3,4)16O* have been measured at 12 angles at energies
between Ec, = 175 keV and 1 MeV.

I. I N T R O D U C T I O N
The main energy source of stars is the nuclear burning in their interior. In hydrogen
burning of main-sequence stars there are two dominant processes: the p-p chain and the
18

19

CNO cycle. In the fourth branch of the CNO cycle the nuclear reactions O(p,7) F,
19

F(p,a) 1 6 0 and 1 9 F(p,7) 2 0 Ne are observed. In order to reproduce the fluorine abundance

in the universe by a stellar evolution model, the accurate knowledge of the

19

F + p

reaction rate is important. Therefore some work has been done concerning the reaction
19

F(p,a 0 ) 1 6 O at energies below 1 MeV [1, 2]. In Fig. 1 the transitions investigated are

shown. The most remarkable result is the smooth variation of the c«o excitation function
while there are strongly resonant excitation functions for the transitions to the excited
states in 1 6 O [1, 3].
In this work we analyse the 1 9 F(p,ao) 1 6 0 cross section in a wide energy range in the
framework of a direct reaction mechanism (Section II). In Section III new experimental
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Figure 1: Energy scheme for the reactions 19 F(p,a) 16 O (g. ..), 19 F(p,a„ 7 ) 16 O* and
19

results are given concerning the reaction

19

F(P,aa,3,47)160*

F(p,a2)16O* (Ex = 6.13 MeV, 3~). Finally, in

Section IV the results are summarized.
II. DWBA ANALYSIS OF

19

F(p,a 0 ) 16 O (g. s.)

The angular distributions and the absolute magnitude of the 19F(p,c*)16O (g. s.) cross
section can be well reproduced by microscopic DWBA calculations at projectile energies
greater than 9 MeV [4]. An essential improvement in the calculation of the absolute cross
section for (p,a) reactions was obtained by using the double-folding procedure for the
a-optical potential [5]. Recently, DWBA calculations in the energy range between 150
and 850 keV were carried out using a microscopic form factor identical to the one used for
energies E > 9 MeV [3]. Good agreement was found not only for the angular distributions,
but also for the absolute values of the cross sections. In Fig. 2 the results of the DWBA
calculations (dashed lines) are compared with experimental data (full lines) for incident
energies between 0.1 and 50 MeV. In the energy region between about 0.8 and 10 MeV
where the cross section is dominated by strong compound resonances, DWBA calculations
have been carried out straight forward (dotted lines).
Contrary to the g. s. transition strong resonances in the excitation functions for the
a2, a 3 and 04 are observed for sub-Coulomb energies. It has been found that the cross
section of the aj transition is larger by approximatly one order of magnitude than that
for the g. s. transition. This observation is in agreement with the result [3] that HauserFeshbach (HF) calculations overestimate the cross section of the g. s. transition by a factor
of 10. As discussed in [3], the reason for this discrepancy can be found in the HF ansatz,
which does not account for the shell-model structures of the nuclei involved: The excited
states in the compound nucleus aoNe have only a small a +

16

O (g. s.) component and
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therefore the decay of the compound nucleus into the ground state is strongly suppressed.
III. TRANSITIONS TO EXCITED STATES IN

16

O.

This argument is not valid for the transitions to the excited states of X6O. Therefore
one can assume that these transitions can be described as compound reactions. In a recent
paper P. Aguer et al. [6] have analysed the experimental data of Bulski [2] in a R-matrix
calculation. Strong interference effects between low lying 1 + states result in a drastic
change of the admitted value of the astrophysical S(E) factor. Especially the consideration
of a new 1+ level at E« = 12.859 MeV (only 11.5 keV above the proton threshold) that
has been recently observed by Kious in the p-transfer reaction 19F(3He,d)20Ne [7], result
in a strong influence on the 19 F(p,a) 16 O cross section in the range up to 300 keV, i. e. in
the region of the Gamow peak.
In order to look for such interference effects especially in the tails of the strong
resonances, we have measured the excitation function of

19

F(p,a2>3i4)18O at 12 angles

in the c. m, energy range betweeen 175 and 1000 keV using inverse kinematics. The
experiment was carried out at the Bochum 4 MeV Dynamitron-Tandem accelerator using
a 19 F beam. The target was the Stuttgart supersonic windowless gastarget RHINOCEROS
with a XH jet. For a detailed description of the target properties see [8]. The o particles
were measured directly using 12 ion-implanted Si-detectors. These were mounted at fixed
angles between Bu* = 9.3° and 62.7°. Fig. 3 shows a spectrum of the measurement.
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The cross section was normalized through monitoring the elastic scattering

19

F(p,p)19F.

For this a second run was done using a mixed ^Ar-'H jet to measure the deviation of
19

F(p,p) 19 F from Rutherford scattering. In comparison to Bulski [2] we used an advanced

set up to gain more accurate data.
2.0 r

f1

•

b
1.0 X15

Figure 3: Typical spectrum : Em = 824 keV,
0.0,

.J

...

250
channel

/!\J 500

0Lab = 12.8°

Up to now only excitation functions of the ctj group can be shown, the evaluation of
the ct3 and a 4 data is still under way. In Fig. 4 the integrated cross sections for the a2
transitions are plotted together with the data of Bulski [2], Comparing both sets of data,
the new measurement results in cross section values in the tails of the resonances which
are somewhat lower than those given by Bulski. A new R-matrix calculation must show
which consequences will res alt from these data concerning the burning stage of hydrogen
in the CN0 cycle.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have calculated the reaction 19F(p,a<>)160 (g. s.) in the direct reaction model. In
the DWBA calculations double-folding a potentials and a microscopic form factor were
used. Excellent agx'eement with experimental data is obtained in the energy range from
the sub-coulorab region up to about 50 MeV.
New experimental data are presented for the reaction 19F(p,a2)16O* (E» = 6.13 MeV,
3~) in the range between 175 keV and 1 MeV. In the excitation function strong resonances
are observed. Comparing the new results with older data, differences have been found
especially in the tails of the resonances. An interpretation of these data concerning the
hydrogen burning of 19 F should be carried out.
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Abstract
The astrophysical S-factors for the reactions 3He(a,7)7Be and7Be(p,7)8B which are relevant
for <he solar neutrino problem are calculated- Excellent agreement with the experimental data is
obtained.

1

Introduction

The reactions 3 He( 3 He,2p) 4 He, 3 He(a,7) 7 Be and 7 Be(p,7) 8 B determine the branching ratios bei.wet.-n
the ppl, ppll and pplll chains in hydrogen burning of main-sequence stars. The magnitude of their
reaction cross sections is of special interest for the solar neutrino problem. The reason for t,lii;> is
that in the 37 Cl neutrino experiment [1] 14% and 77%, in the Kamiokande II experiment [2] 0% and
100% and in the gallium experiments [3, 4] 26% and 11% of the detected neutrino flux stem from the
high-energy neutrinos emitted in the ppll and pplll chain, respectively [5]. Therefore, the reaction
rates of the above processes determine the high-energy solar neutrino flux. In this work we investigate
the last two reactions; the results for the first reaction 3He(3He,2p)4He was published elsewhere [6].
The reactions considered in this paper have been measured by a number of authors at subCoulornb
energies. The most recent data have been obtained in the energy range Ecm. = 165 - 1170keV for
3
He(«,7) 7 Be [7] and Ec.m. - 117 - 1230 keV for 7 Be(p,7) 7 B [8].
The dominance of the direct interaction mechanism (Dl) and the validity of the description
with the potential-model approach below the Coulomb barrier has been established in many light-ion
reactions ([9] and references therein). In this work we apply this approach to the above reactions. In
the next section we introduce the direct capture model. In Section 3 the results for the ast rophysical S-factors are given and compared to the experimental data. Finally, in Section 4 the results are
summarized.

2

Potential Model Approach

Potential models are based on the description of the dynamics of the reaction by a Schrodinger equation
with local optical potentials in the entrance and/or exit channels. Such models are the "Distorted
Wave Born Approximation" (DWBA) [10, 11, 12] for transfer or the "Direct Capture"-model (DC)
[13, 14, 15] for capture reactions.
In the first order perturbation theory the expression for the differential cross section of a direct
capture reaction is [16]:

„(e7\
\hcj

fmc2\fk^
V he J\k

21A + 1 2Sa + 1

\-IMAM.MB,O\

•

[I)

Here the IA {MA) and the Sa (A/o) are the spins (their projections on the z-axis) of target and
projectile, respectively, <r is the polarization of the electromagnetic radiation (a = ±1). The wave
numbers of the emitted 7-rays and of the asymptotic relative wave function in the entrance channel
are denoted by fc7 and (ta, and m is the reduced mass. The transition amplitudes TMAM.MB,O a re
expanded in terms of rotation matrix elements d^a{6) with the electromagnetic multipole A (A = El,
E2, M l , . . ) ,
TMAM.MB." =z2TMAMaMe,adt„(8)
(2)
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where 6 = MA + Ma - MB and 9 is the angle between ka and k-,.
The transition amplitudes are proportional to the radial integrals

where Vihjh/B(r) and Xui.(r) a r e the radia! parts of the bound state wave function and the distorted
wave function in the entrance channel, respectively. The functions Ox(r) arc the radial parts '.I'tli.'
electromagnetic, multipole operators, which were taken in their approximated form
C ? M 1 ( r ) ~ l , O E 1 ( r ) ~ r , OEi(r)~r\
(4)
We solve the radial integral (3) numerically using a single or double folding potential for the
bound state potential and the real part of the optical potential:

U(r) =

XjdfApA(rA)t(E,pA,s

U(r)

A

=

= r-rA)

drA l d r a p A ( f A ) p a ( f a ) t ( E , p A , p a , s

(5)
= r + ra-rA)

(Ij)

where r is the separation of the centers of mass of the bound or colliding particles, pa and /iA arc
the respective nucleon densities of projectile and target and A is the normalization constant. For
the effective nucleon nucleon interaction t in the entrance and exit channels we chose tlio density
dependent form of the M3Y interaction [17]. For the density distribution of the target nuclei we
used the experimental charge distribution [18] (in the case of 7Be the distribution of 7Li was chosen),
and for the a-particle we used a Gaussian form [19]. The normalization constants A of the folding
potentials account for the interplay of the Pauli principle and distortion and break-up effects. One
of the advantages of the folding procedure lies in the fact that no open geometrical parameters exist.
Therefore the form of the optical and bound-state potentials is determined uniquely.

3

Results

The numerical calculations in the DI model were performed using the direct capture cudi." codiTEDCA [20],
First we consider the reaction 3 He(a,7)'Be. This reaction was analyzed before in the DC model
by either neglecting the nuclear potential [14] or by using different more or less phenomenological
parametrisations [21]. Furthermore, many calculations exist using the resonating group method [22,
23, 24, 25, 26, 27].
In our calculation the normalization constant A in the entrance channel was fitted to the 3He-f'1Ile
low-energy experimental elastic scattering data [28, 29]. We obtained A = 1.47 corresponding to a
depth of the potential V(0) = -72.3 MeV and a volume integral of 513.9 MeV fm3. For the bound
state the depth of the folding potential was adjusted to reproduce the correct separation energy of
1.586 MeV.
The result of the DC calculation for the astrophysical S-factor in the energy range up to 1.3 MeV
is compared to the experimental data in Fig. 1. For low energies the S-factor can be parametrized as
S(E) = (0.549 - 2.9 • W~4E) keV b. As can be seen there is good agreement with the data [7J.
The 7 Be(p,7) 8 B reaction is of crucial importance since it leads to the high-energy 8 B neutrinos.
Unfortunately, there are still significant experimental uncertainties in the low-energy cross section
for this reaction. The reaction was analyzed before in the DC model by either neglecting the nuclear
potential [14] or by using phenomenolgical potentials [21]. Furthermore, this reaction was also analyzed
with the resonating group method (RGM) [30, 31].
The normalization constant A = 0.94 together with a small spin-orbit term (Vso = 2.0MeV,
r, 0 = 1.54, at0 = 0.52) reproduces the energies of the resonances due to P3/2 and pi/2 capture at
Ecm = 0.633 MeV and Ecm = 1.4 MeV, respectively. For the bound state the depth of the folding
potential was adjusted to reproduce the correct separation energy of 138 keV.
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The result of the DC calculation for the astrophyeical S-factor in the energy range up to 2.5 MeV
is compared to the experimental data in Fig. 2. The low energy behaviour can be parametrized as
s
S(E) = (0.02468-5.6-10- £) keV b. As can be seen there is excellent agreement with the data [32, 33]
including the resonance energy of the 1+ resonance at Ecm. - 633keV. We want to emphasize that
in this calculation there is no open parameter which had to be adjusted to the reaction.
0.6

0.6

-•, 0.4
xi

88

i.0.3
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0.2

0.1

Potential model
x Osborne (1982) [act)
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0.6
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1.4

Figure 1: Astrophysical S-factor for the reaction 3 He(a,7) 7 Be as a function of the c.m.-euergy up to
1.3 MeV. The solid line is the result of the DC-calculation. The experimental data are taken from [7]
([g]: detection of prompt 7-rays, [act]: activation analysis).

Q

Fllippone (1983)

x

Vaughn (1970)

O

Kavanagh (1969)

2.6

Figure 2: Astrophysical S-factor for the reaction 7 Be(p,7) 8 B as a function of the c.m.-energy up to
2.5 MeV. The solid line is the result of the DC-calculation. The experimental data are taken from [8]
(squares), [32] (crosses), and [33] (circles).
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4

Summary

The results relevant for the solar neutrino problem are shown in the table. The first and second
row9 6how the astrophysical S-factors 5(0) and their derivatives dS/dE with respect to the energy
E=0. The third row gives the S-factor at the effective mean energy EQ for the thermonuclear fusion
in the sun at a temperature of T^ — 15. The theoretical values for the three reactions are given and
compared with the experimental values including their 3a errors using the data obtained from the
original experimental papers [5]. The theoretical values for the astrophysical S-factors agree with the
mean experimental values to less than 3%.
Reaction
S ( £ = 0)[keVb]
Theory
Experiment

3

He( 3 He,2p) 4 He

3

He(Q,7)7Be

7

Be(p,T) s B

5.038 • 103
(5.15 ± 0.88) 103

0.549
0.54 ±0.03

0.02468
0.0234 ±0.0051

-2.92
-0.9

-2.90 10- 4
-3.1 10" 4

-5.5 lO" 5
- 3 10- 5

4.980 • 10 3
(5.13 ± 0.88) - 1 0 3

0.542
0.53 ±0.03

0.02305
0.0237 ± 0.0053

dS/dE(E = 0)[b]
Theory
Experiment
S(£ 0 )[keVb]
Theory
Experiment

All three reactions were calculated in a consistent way by using the potential model and the
folding procedure. We want to emphasize that for the reactions 3He(a,-))7Be and TBe(p,7)6B no
parameters in the calculation had to be adjusted to the experimental reaction data. Still excellent
agreement with the absolute values as well as the energy dependences of the experimental astrophysical
S-factors was obtained.
Acknowledgement: We want to thank the Ósterreichische Nationalbank (project 3924) and the
DFG (project Sta290/2-l) for their support.
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ELECTRON SCREENING IN THE REACTIONS
7

Li(p,Q) 4 He, G Li(d,Q) 4 He

AND DWBA CALCULATIONS IN THE SUBCOULOMB REGIME »
G. Raimann, S. Engstlcr and C. Rolfs
Institut fur Kernphysik, Universitat MQnster, FRG, and
Institut fiir Physik mit Ionenstrahlcn, L'niversitat Bochum, FRG
K. Gr-un and H. Oberhummer
Institut fiir Kernphysik, TU Wien, Austria

ABSTRACT
New experimental data of the reactions 7 Li(p,a) 4 He and f>Li(d,a)4He down to approximately
10 keV center-of-mass energy were taken in Miiaster and Bochum recently. The measurements
serve two purposes: the effect of electron screening was investigated using both solid (atomic)
and gas (molecular) targets, and the new cross section or S(E) data (corrected for electron
screening) put the available low-energy data on a more reliable basis. In a theoretical program
simultaneously carried out in Vienna and Tubingen the reaction TLi(p,a)4He was investigated
using the DWBA formalism for direct nuclear reactions.

1

INTRODUCTION

For astrophysical purposes it is common to extrapolate the nuclear cross section down to zero
energy. Since the cross section drops steeply at subCoulomb energies (several orders of magnitude) this extrapolation is more easily done using the astrophysical S(2?)-factor, defined by
removing the strongly energy-dependent quantities of the cross section:
<r{E) = S(E)±exp(-2*ri)

.

(1)

The term 2irq = 31.29 • Z\ Z-> i/n/E is the Sommerfeld parameter, with the charge numbers Z\
and Z2, the reduced mass fx in amu, and the center-of-mass energy E in keV. This equation
is based on the assumption of a Coulomb potential extending to infinity, i.e. on the Coulomb
potential of a bare nucleus. Under laboratory conditions, however, the target material is usually
in atomic or molecular composition, and the electron clouds surrounding the nuclei shield the
Coulomb potential experienced by incoming charged projectiles. Hence the charged projectiles
see a reduced Coulomb barrier, or equivalently, the experiment measures a cross section higher
than for the case of bare nuclei. The penetration through a shielded Coulomb potential at
projectile energy E is equivalent to that of bare nuclei at energy Et« — E + Ut, if Ue is the
electron screening potential (in the simple Coulomb picture Ue is given by Ue ~ Z\Z2e2/R* with
fl, equal to e.g. the radius of the innermost electrons of target or projectile). For the reactions
"Supported in part by DFG Ro 429/18-2 and the Fond zur Forderung der wissenschaftlichen Forschung
in Ósterreich P6760T
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discussed here, Ue ~ 240 eV. The enlarged cross section due to electron screening is then given
by the enhancement factor

For energies sufficiently large (e.g. E/Ue > 1000) the screening effect is negligible. Consequently,
the experimental cross section (or S(/?)-factor) is that of a bare nucleus, and polynomial fits can
be used to extrapolate S(E) down to zero energy. For astrophysicai purposes tais 5(£')-factor of
bare nuclei is the important, quantity, since the effect of screening in stellar plasma involves an
enhancement factor / p i M m a different to /LAB f° r electron screening under laboratory conditions
In order to gain a deeper understanding of low-energy S(E)-da.t&, it is essential that experiments continue to investigate reactions of astrophysicai interest in the subCoulomb energy
range. At the same time theoretical effort is required to study electron screening and to provide
expressions for the cross section of bare nuclei based on nuclear models. These theoretical expressions can then be used instead of the polynomial fits presently employed. This work reports
on new low-energy measurements and first results in a theoretical description of subCoulomb
reactions based on a direct mechanism.

2 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND RESULTS
A detailed description of the experimental setup will be given in [2], Measurements were performed with solid targets and proton (or deuteron) beams, and in inverse kinematics using
a hydrogen (or deuterium) gas target and lithium beams (approximate center-of-mass energy
range 10 to 1500 keV).
In the data analysis of the gas target measurements the effective beam energy was corrected
by the energy loss in the gas, the target thickness, the energy straggling and the calibration
of the accelerator. The S(Z?)-data were corrected by the measured angular distributions W(B).
A fit of Ue (eq. 2), where the S(£)-factor of bare nuclei was substituted by a polynomial fit
to literature data at higher energies, leads to screening potentials of Ue = 260 ± 50 eV for the
reaction 7 Li(p,a) 4 He, and of Ue = 290 ± 40 eV for 6 Li(d,a) 4 He.
In the case of solid target measurements (LiF targets) the changing stoichiometry had to be
detected in situ; this was mainly done by checking the two resonances iii 19 F(p,O7) 16 0 at Ep =
340.5 keV and Ep = 224.0 keV. Details will be given in [2]. The S(£)-data were also corrected
by the measured angular distributions W(6). The fit of Vt leads to screening potentials of
Ue = 350 ± 70 eV for the reaction 7Li(p,<?)4He, and of Ue = 390 ± 50 eV for 6L5(d,o)4He.
The results of S(E) are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The polynomial fits leading to Ue and
the literature polynomial fits are also shown. One set of gas target S(£)-data was absolutely
determined, another gas target data set (at lower energies) and the solid target data set was
determined as a relative excitation function; these data were normalized to the literature data. In
the range of available literature data, the present measurements of S(E) are in good agreement.
The measured angular distributions W(9) were developed in aseries of Legendre polynomials,
W{9) = 1 + £ OiPi(cos 0); because of the symmetric angular distributions in both reactions only
even a, contribute. Due to the low energies the first term in the series (a2) sufficiently describes
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W{6), in fair agreement with literature. Notice the change of sign in aL and 02, respectively
(Figs. 1 and 2).

3 THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS
While compound nucleus mechanisms have frequently been suggested in literature as an explanation for the behaviour of subCoulomb cross sections (for the reactions dir?ussed here, see
e.g. [3,4]), the DWBA ansatz in the thermonuclear energy range (for reactions of astrophysical
interest involving light ions) has been discussed recently (see e.g. [5] for an extended discussion).
A more detailed description of a first DWBA calculation for 7 Li(p,a) 4 He is given in [6,7].
Briefly, a zero range calculation with a cluster form factor was attempted between 10 keV and 1
MeV center-of-mass; later it was extended up to 45 MeV [7]. In the a-channel, a double folding
optical potential was used [8], in the proton channel a simple Saxon-Woods type (including spinorbit coupling). The calculation is able to reproduce the change of sign in W($), the energy
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dependance aud magnitude of W($) and S(E) up to 1 MeV and the general trend of the cross
section up to 45 MeV by using one data set for the geometry of the bound state Saxon-Woods
potential. The results up to 1 MeV are also shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The main advantage of
DWBA over e.g. R-matrix theory is the small number of open parameters necessary for modelling
the data. Further refinements of the calculation, however, are necessary and in progress (e.g.
finite range, microscopic form factor, consistent U3e of systematically energy dependent folding
potentials, knockout).

4

DISCUSSION

In the present experiments, no evidence for isotopic effects of electron screening were found,
as expected. The measurements with solid (atomic) targets lead to screening potentials U,
systematically higher than the prediction of the simple Coulomb model. This discrepancy is
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also observed for other reactions [2 and references therein]. Based on a still fairly simple DWBA
calculation, subCoulomb cross sections and angular distributions can be theoretically described
(for 7 Li(p,a) 4 He). Both the experimental and the theoretical program will be continued.

5
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Abstract
The second forbidden unique /9+ decay of 5 4 Mn has been investigated in
the laboratory. An upper limit of 1.4-10"7 for the j}+ branching ratio was
6

achieved. This corresponds to the lower limit of 6.140 years for the partial
half-life and value of 12.8 for the lower limit of log/! of this second forbidden
unique transition.

1

INTRODUCTION

In the laboratory conditions 54Mn decays via an allowed electron capture (EC)
transition to the 835 keV level in S 4 Cr with half-life of 312 days. In cosmic rays at
relativistic energies atoms of 5 4 Mn are fully stripped of theirs orbital electrons, so

M

-56Mn cannot decay through EC channel [1]. If decay of 54Mn is possible at all in

cosmic spacey the only chance is decay via second forbidden unique transitions to
the ground states of MCr (0+) or MFe (/?") - see Fig.l.

I Q . - 697 keV
/ P

o

Q o + =355 keV

Qj
5<Cr
Figure 1: Decay scheme ofs*Mn
The end points of corresponding /?+ and fl~ spectra are 355 keV and 697 keV,
respectively. From systematics of the 3 + -0 + transitions the estimated half-life for
these decay modes of MMn are the following [2]: 8.4-107y<Ti/2(^+ )<6.0109y and
9.2-105y<T1/2(/fl")<6.5107y- In order to explain the measured abundance of this
long-lived radioactive isotope in cosmic rays [3] a value of 1-2-106 years for halflife of 54Mn was calculated. Because of such long half-lives, the presence of 54Mn
in cosmic rays has been proposed as a cosmic-ray chronometer and a probe of
models of an interstellar medium and cosmic ray propagation. The examination of
/? decays in MMn is very important not only for astrophysics, but also for nuclear
physics, because these ft decays are the second forbidden unique transitions.
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2

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

In laboratory a /3 + decay branching ratio of 54Mn was measured. A source was
of 1.3 MBq activity, and about one year old, allowing any short-lived activities
to decay away. In a few tests (made with Ge detector) the amounts of possible
contaminations of 65Zn, 60Co and
,

137

Cs relative to 54Mn activity were found to be

less than 4-10"6, 3-10"5 and 8-10~\ respectively.
The 54Mn source was placed in an orange type six-gap magnetic beta spectrometer with toroidal magnetic field [4]. The value of this field was controlled using
Hall probe. The momentum resolution of the spectrometer was about 3.5%. The
measurements were performed with a silicon AE-E telescope (AE of thickness of
165 fim, E of thickness of 1525 pm; both of them had active area of 300 mm2).
An 18 cm thick block of lead was situated between the telescope and the source
[4], This allowed to reduce significantly a background of 7 rays emitted from 54Mn
source. Using such magnetic spectrometer as a magnetic filter it was possible to
discriminate the conversion electrons from 54Mn, and particles from cosmic rays.
A coincidence between the telescope elements and TAC (time to amplitude
converter) was required in an electronic hardware trigger. For each such trigger the
energy signals from silicon detectors and time signal between them were recorded
in the event by event mode. Because of this, only the high-energy cosmic particles,
which passed through the telescope contributed to the background.

3

EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS

The experimental set-up was calibrated with

137

Cs source. After preliminary tests

the best value of energy (250 keV) for detecting positrons was found. So the
positron measurement was performed for the energy of particles of 250 keV. The
background spectrum was taken for the energy of 150 keV for which the transmission of the telescope was about 0. The two dimensional energy spectra for the 250
keV electrons from

I37

Cs, 250 keV positrons of 54Mn and background are shown in

Figs 2a, 2b and 2c, respectively.
A distribution of events (in Figs 2b and 2c) is uniform except the region along
the E-axis. These events were identified as corresponding to high-energy cosmic
particles. If 54Mn emits positrons with energy 250 keV the corresponding events
should lay out in the same region of the AE-E matrix as electrons of 137Cs. So the
positron and background spectra were projected using the two dimensional gate
shown in Fig.2a. The same window is marked in Figs 2b and 2c. In the running
time of 9.3 days we observed Ni=850±29 events in the positron spectrum, whereas
the number of events in the background spectrum was N 2 =915±31. The result of
subtraction

54

Mn positrons and background spectra is shown iu Fig.3.

The 1<T

upper limit on the number of 54Mn positrons detected was 42. Using our experimentally determined six-gap transmission of 1.1% and the telescope transmission
of 23%, the branching ratio for ft+ decay is less than 1.4-10"'. This corresponds
to the lower limit of 6.1-106 years for the partial half-life of this decay channel and
value of 12.8 for lower limit oflogft. This result should be compared with the upper
limit 4.4-10"8 for the branching ratio and lower limit of partial half-life about 210'
years published recently [2]. Although the obtained result is not satisfactory we
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Figure 2: AE-E two dimensional spectra
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Figure 3: Positron spectrum after background subtraction
plan to repeat such experiment under improved conditions. The expected limit for
/3 + decay branching ratio which we hope to achieve is 2-10" 8 .
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MICROSCOPIC DESCRIPTION OF 2.rf-DECAY
AND DOUBLE CHARGE EXCHANGE REACTION WITH PIONS*
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ABSTRACT

Description of the pionie double charge exchange reactions and the double beta deray processes briefly discussed within the proton-neutron quasiparticle random phase «pproximation. The formalism allows to estimate the non-standard physics parameters:
(m,) < 7eV. A < 5 • 10~\ ij < 8 • 10~7.
INTRODUCTION

Since the formulation of the standard model of electroweak interaction by Glashow,
Salain and Weinberg in 1967 [1], physicists have been asking questions if this theory is
the ultimate one and if there is any physics beyond it. From these questions many GUT
models emerged [2], giving rise to a plethora of exotic reactions that are of great importance
to astrophysics, not to mention the famous cosmological dilemma of neutrino mass and
closing of our Universe [3].
There is no doubt that neutrinoless double /j-decay (0//2/^-decay) will play the important role in shedding some light on the above problems. Firstly, it will answer the question
of lepton number non-conservation, and secondly, it will show if neutrino mass eigcnstates
are Majorana or Dirac particles. It will also allow to find the bounds on neutrino masses
and right-handed current parameters [4, 5].
Correct determination of the above parameters requires the knowledge of nuclear
structure and particularly the short range two-nucleon correlations. Fortunately, thanks
to the birth of meson factories during the last two decades, the physicists got a precise
tool to study the depths of the nucleus — the double charge exchange (DCX) reactions.
This is due to the fact that calculations of cross sections are very sensitive to the nuclear
models involved, especially to the two-nucleon correlations. Moreover, both 2^-decay and
DCX reaction can be described theoretically in the consistent way, based on the same
nuclear model. Thus, confronting the theoretical results versus the experimental data for
DCX reactions, one can test the assumptions and approximations concerning the nuclear
structure.
*Work was supported in parts by Scientific Research Committee (Poland), contract no.
2.03479101 and by the Bundesministerium ftir Forschung und Technologie (Germany),
contract no. 06TU90/91.
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the

QRPA MODEL OK THK RKACIION

Both 2.i-decay and DCX reaction are two-step processes, faking place according to
following scheme (see also Fig. 1.):
DCX:
28:

(A.Z)

A'*(.4. Z + 2 ) + TT".
T > ) - * X ' { A . Z + 2) + f - l + T>).

(A.Z + I)

(A.Z+2)

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram for two-step process from
the initial nucleus (A. Z) to the final nucleus (A, Z+2)
showing various paths through intermediate states.
xj;n)JchpnJM)

U l

Hence we have to know the structure not only of the inital and final nuclei, but also all the intermediate states, which must be constructed anyway. It is impossible
in the ca.se of realistic shell-model
calculations, but relatively simple
in the proton-neutron quasiparticle
random phase approximation (pnQRPA) [G. 7. 8]. In this framework
the intermediate states \inJ.\l) are
two quasi - particle proton-neutron
states, built on the-correlated ground states of the initial (|QRPA))
and final (|QRPA)) nucleus:

- Y™n)JĆ(pnJM)} |QRPA>.

(2)

where C'(pnJ M) = {ap<in}jxt, as are the BCS quasipartiele creation operators and tilde
denotes the time reversal operation. The similar expresion holds for \m.J*M). In general
states \mJnM) and \m JnM) do not coincide, but w* expect them to be quasi-orthogonal.
The forward- and backwardgoing amplitudes X"
and ł" ( "' n ) j are obtained by solving
the QRPA eigenproblem:
(3)
where A and B submatrices can be calculated from the expressions:
Any*'

= (QKPA\C(pnJM)H„cUp'n'JM)\QiRVA).

Bp^P'n' = (QRPA\C(pnJM)Ć[p'n'JM)Hgp\QRPA),

(4)

where Hqp is the full nuclear hamiltonian after the quasiparticle transformation. The matrices (4) involve not only particle-hole matrix elements ((pit~l•JM\G\{p'n'~] )JM), a.s in

-63the usual RPA approach, but also particle-particle matrix elements {(pn )JM\G\(p'n'}.]M).
which are calculated from the Bethe-Goldstone equation:
(5)

- Ho

and multiplied by renorrnalisa.tion constants gph and gpp respectively, to take into account
the finiteness of the model space. In practical calculations the QRPA correlated ground
states in (4) can be approximated well enough by the EC'S ground states that play the
role of the uncorrelated vacua.
AMPLITUDES OF 2/3-DECAY ANO DCX TRANSITIONS

Due to lack of space we will not cite the full expressions describing 2/V-decay and DCX
transition amplitudes. They can be found e. g. in [5, 8] and [9, 10] respectively.
The Oi'2/i-decay rate can be expressed as follows:
[TirfOvT1

+ \\R\ } + C4\\\2 + C s |,,| 2 },

= G11\M%T\ {ĆI[\\L\
2

2

2

(6)

where MQ!J< is the Gamow-Teller nuclear matrix element, A and 7/ are the lept>>n number
violating parameters and
X I. —
XR = 1 < T

2

Definitions of the kinematical coefficients C,-, ? = 1
eter is defined in [4].
The DCX transition amplitude has the form:

6 are given in [10] and G^ param-

(f;7r-(k')\OT\m'J*M}(m'.J«M\mrM)(7nrM\OT\r^+(k))
J mm'

where w*, is the incoming pion total energy, k and k' are incoming and outgoing pion
momenta and E^ are the QRPA excitation energies. The transition operator O-y is taken
as a sum of the s- and p-wave hamiltonians [8]. F(k, k') is directly connected with the
DCX differentia] cross section:
^

')|2.

(9)

RESULTS OF THE CALCULATIONS

During the last two years the connection between the Oi'2/^-deca.y and DCX reaction
were studied in some extend [11, 12, 13]. The crucial point or the above sketched approach
is that we are able to calculate within it the amplitudes of both processes in the framework
of the same model which has been very succesful in the description of other reactions, like
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single /? decay [14]. The pn-QRPA calculations utilize a realistic effective nucleon-nucleon
interaction derived from the Bonn potential, but as we mentioned previously one should
fit two parameters renormalizing the bare Bruckner two body matrix elements to fix the
nuclear structure more precisely. These are the particle-hole strength gph and the particleparticle strength gpp. gph can be easily fitted to the excitation energy of the isobaric
analogue state in the intermediate nucleus, which depends strongly and approximately
linearly on this parameter. For tellurium isotopes one obtains gph = 130. The particle-particle strength, however, influences the amplitudes in more complex way. In the case of Oi/2/^-decay
nuclear matrix elements show some
reduction as gpp increases but the
1.00 change is not prominent [5]. For
DCX reaction with low energy pions such dependence for tellurium
isotopes is much stronger as shown
o
•r-l
in Fig.2. An increase of gpp which,
O
(U
roughly speaking, is connected with
0.10 an increasing role of the nucleonw
nucleon correlations causes a reduco
$-,
tion of the DCX amplitudes. Preo
dicted cross sections come close to
the experimental data for gpp > 1.
•i—i
•+j
0.01 ti
We can fix the gpp values in- this
tu
way and in turn calculate the 0u2{3
or
matrix elements:
X

Q

= 2.30 and 2.06
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

1.0

Particle-Particle Strength g p p
Fig. 2. Calculated differential cross sections as a
function of the particle-particle strength gpp. Experimental data [16] are indicated by the hatched region.
Ground state transitions: 128Te -» 128Xe (full line);
i30Te _> i30 Xe (iong.dashed line,

(10)

for 128Te and 130Te, respectively.
Using the best presently available
experimental limit for 130Te isotope: Tj"2p(0t/) > 1021 y [15] we are
able to extract from (7) the following limits on th ; lepton number violating parameters:

1. light neutrino mass
(m„) < 7eV

(11)

2. right-handed current admixtures
A<5-10~5
T}

< 8 • 10~7

(Jl - JR ha.dronic currents)
{Jf,

Jh hadronic currents).

(12)

-65Much more realistic estimate of the non-standard model parameters needs more accurate data on the DCX processes. The low statistics of the present DCX measurements
allows to set an upper li.nit on gpp and then the lower limit of the nuclear matrix element
of the 2/?-decay for Ov mode.
in conclusion, the pn-QRPA framework assures very tight connection between the
DCX reaction with pions and the 2/?0e-decay process. Due to this link we expect the best
contrains will be imposed on the Standard Model in a case of more reliable DCX data.
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Exper1 mental
Area 1

Experimental
flrea 2

Injection
into ESR

The new accelerator facilities at GSI extend heavy-ion research to relativistic energies. The fragment separator FRS, situated between the synchrotron SIS and
the storage ring ESR, is a versatile magnetic spectrometer for atomic and nuclear
physics experiments.
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Separation principle of the FRS: The first section separates the fragments according
to their magnetic rigidity. The deflection at the final focus of the system is proportional to the Z-dependent momentum-loss ratio in the intermediate degrader. The
profile of the degrader preserves the achromaticity of the system which is essential
for a good resolution independent of the initial momentum width. In the picture an
example is given for the selection of r*Ni.
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. 79* 1 617 MeV/u mAu -> Al
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X-POSIT1ON (mm)

Measured charge-state spectium of 617 MeV/u
l9T
Au ions using a 195 mg/cm 3 Al target recorded with a position-sensitive detector
placed in the first focal plane.
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Measured yields of 617 MeV/u 1M Au ions in the
charge states 79 + , 78 + , and 77+ as a function
of ZT of the target.
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With the high-resolution mode of the FRS atomic collision processes can be studied,
and channeling experiments will be possible with relativistic ions and predominantly
with cooled and leinjected beams from the ESR.
FVojecMe Energy for Resonant (Coherent K, X- Ray Excitation
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Plastic Barrel for the 4TT Detector at SIS-ESR
E. Gierlik, G. Golakowska, M. Kirejczyk,
T. Matulewicz, B. Sikora, Z. Wilhełmi
Institute of Experimental Physics, Warsaw University
A. Gobbi, Yu. Grigorian , K.D. Hildenbrand
GSI Darmstadt, Germany
I. Belaev
ITEP, Moscow, USSR
Abstract
4x facility at SIS-ESR will be supplemented at the end of 1992 by Plastic Barrel
detector consisting of 180 scintillation counters. The design and results of tests of
the prototype module are discussed.

1

Design

To detect the relatively rare events of kaon emission in heavy ion collisions at SIS energies
(0.1-2 GeV/u) the Aic spectrometric facility at GSI will be equipped with a double detector layer a scintillator barrel and a Cherenkov barrel, in addition to the gas-filled drift
chamber. The B/>-AE-TOF-Cherenkov threshold method will identify the rare kaons
among the intensive protons and charged pions composing the major part of charged
particles expected backward of 30". In addition the detector placed at large angles will
increase the precision of localizing the reaction plane.
Work on the physical characteristics and mechanics of the Plastic Barrel and Cherenkov Barrel detectors to be installed in the Phase II of the 4 T project on the SIS beam
led to the final design [1]. The barrels consist of 180 staves (counters) each grouped in
30 modules covering 30/32 x 2K of the azimuthal angle. The modules are mounted on
a steel cylinder inserted in the yoke of the superconducting solenoid. 2 zones are not
filled with counters leaving space for the rails supporting the Central Drift Chamber and
Helitron detectors. The Plastic Barrel scintillators have dimensions 2400 (length) x 40
(thickness, radial) x 32 (width, azimuthal) mm 8 . The modules are physically asymmetric
but mechanically reflection-symmetric and can be mounted in two positions. They cover
85.4% of the azimuthal angle ^ between 39.5° and 133° of the reaction angle 9 (position
I) or between 31* and 116* of 8 (position II). The lightguides allow for keeping the photomultipliers in region of weaker magnetic field (~ 500 Gs). Soft iron and /i-metal shielding
will reduce its strength to values below 1 Gs. Optical contacts between the detectors
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and Iightguide8 will be hard (glued) and between lightguides and photomultipliers soft
(convex silicon resin RTV615 pills).

2 General Properties
Design studies of various properties of a single prototype of the Plastic Barrel detector
have been performed using mimimuin-ionizing cosmic rays localized by the active collimator technique [2j. The most important quantity measured was the time resolution
FWHM^fl of the time difference spectrum t LEFT-t RIGHT t which yields the time-of-flight
resolution (assuming a perfect start counter) through the following relation
FWHMTOF

= \\ x

JFWHMIR

- FWHM&

(1)

where FWHM<j is the time resolution coming from the finite size of active collimator; in
our case this resolution was estimated to be about 190 ps.
The position of particle traversing the detector is linearly correlated with the time
difference value of ttEFT — BRIGHT- By measuring the ILEFT ~ BRIGHT spectra at different
positions of the active collimators the position calibration of the detector was obtained.
The linearity of this calibration is impressive, the maximum deviation from linearity
does not exceed 50 ps equivalent to 4 mm. The slope gives the effective velocity of light
propagation in the detector equal to 17.3 cm/ns for the Moscow-produced scintillator and
16.7 cm/ns for BC408 of BICRON. This velocity is larger than the apparent velocity of
light traversing exactly at the total internal reflection angle, namely c/n 2 , where c is the
light velocity in vaccuum and n denotes the refraction index. The FWHMzwresolution
was fairly constant along the deiector and was usually around 300 ps reaching in some
cases 260 ps. The corresponding position resolution is 5 cm.

3 Test at 615 AxMeV Au + Au
In order to study the properties of the detector in realistic conditions a prototype counter
of the final dimensions and materials consisting of scintillator and Cherenkov layers has
been tested at SIS with the Au beam of 615 AxMeV impinging on a 1% interaction Au
target. The detector was placed in a close-to-final position. In the scatter plot of the
time-of-flight versus energy deposit obtained with our counter at 0=40° (selected by a
small additional scintiliator) we have seen the separated branches of hydrogen (A=l,2,3)
and helium (A==3,4) isotopes. The calibration of TOF spectrum was based on the punchthrough point of protons. The analysis is in progress and further tests will be performed
before the full detector will be completed by the end of 1992.
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NUCLEAR STRUCTURE STUDIES FAR OFF
STABILITY USING RADIOACTIVE BEAMS
AND INVERSE KINEMATICS
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K.Summerer, A.WeiB, D.Viera* (GSI Darmstadt)
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ABSTRACT:
For planned nuclear structure studies on nuclei far off stability using radioactive
heavy Ion beams from SIS/FRS and ESR at GSI Darmstadt the conditions and
the experimental setup for the first prototype experiment p( n Ni,p') are discussed.
Preliminary results of a testmeasurement p(*M Bi, p) at 100 MeV/u are presented
in comparison with a DWBA calculation.

1. INTRODUCTION
The new heavy ion synchrotron SIS in combination with the fragmentseparator
FRS and the experiment storage-ring ESR [11 at GSI Darmstadt opens the possibility to perform nuclear structure studies on nuclei far off stability using radioactive heavy ion beams for light ion induced direct reactions with the method
of inverse kinematics. Primary heavy ion beams with present intensities up to
lO'/s and energies of several 100 MeV/u are delivered from SIS and transferred
to the FRS, where secondary radioactive beams are produced and isotopically
selected. These secondary beams are then either (in special cases such as large
level-spacing, extremely short lifetimes x«lsec) used directly for experiments
or ir,. jted, stored and cooled to high phisespace densities at the ESR and used
for experiments at the internal gas-jet target[1].
Planned experiments are, for example, direct reactions like (p,p') and (d,p)
on nuclei in the vicinity of the unstable doubly magic I4Ni and m S n and in ihe
astrophysical interesting region around A <« 50, the investigation of nuclear mass
distributions in (p, p)-scattering on *He, *Li," Li and the isospin dependence
of nuclear potentials in " 0 ( l 4 C , 18 0) and "O( I 4 O, U O) scattering.
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Due to the favourable kinematical situation and the relatively high '* Ni - rate
expected already presently, the p( H Ni,p') reaction was choosen as a prototype
measurement.

2. THE p("Nl,p) EXPERIMENT
The motivation for this experiment is twofold: on one hand, the B(E2!
matrix - element connecting the first exited 2* state of !bNi at 2.702 MeV to the
0 ground state is only poorly known [2] and its determination provides a belter
information on the corresponding P - value. On the other hand, Lho aim is to explore the teasibility of doing measurements with radioactive heavy ion beams
using inverse kinematics.
The kinematical situation at 100 MeV/u is shown in fig.l. Because of the
large level spacing in the low - lying region of "Ni the cross section for p( st Ni,
p ) inelastic scattering to the 2 stale can be determined in the vicinity of the
first diffraction maximum in the angular distribution with the beam quality pro
vided by the FRS ( E - 20nmmmrad, AE/E*^%), and it turns out. that for the
interesting region between 78.5° and 80.9° )n tht laboratory frame only elastic
protons and those from the inelastic scan ring to the 2 state may emerge in
two fairly seperated groups.
The protons will be detected by a ring of 20 silicon - detectors ( 2S00 |im
thick, 50*10 mm2 active area each at a distance of 200 mm from a 1 mg/cm z solid

P (

Nl, p ' ) at 100 MeV/u

E t l = 0.0MeV

2.7 MeV

2*
78

79
86
Theta-4 [°1 / HI

81

F i g . l . K i n e m a t i c s for p ( ' * N i . p ' ) . Plotted a r e t h e proton - e n e r g i e s vs. laboratory
for t h e groundstale and t h e first two exited stale* in

82

angles

N i . T h e shaded area indi-

c a t e s t h e expected m a x i m u m in the inelastic 2 * cross s e c t i o n and the two dotted
l i n e s around the solid 2 + - line represent a ' I t variation in beam energy.
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(C7/ 2 )„ target), accurptely centered around the beam-axis, thus covering almost
the total solid angle of interest at &ub = 79.7°. The angular definition depends
sensitively on the precise alignment of the detector slits with respect to the target
and the beam - axis.
Two position - sensitive szintiłlation detectors [ 3 ] (SOO^m thick, 200*200
1
mm NE102A szintlllator foil read out with 4 llghtguides and PMs ) mounted * 2 r a
upstream and downstream from the target will allow tracking of the beamparticles
and thus allowing to derive position and transmission - angle for the beam - particles on the target. In addition, the normalization of the measured ( p , p ' ) cross
sections is delivered. The szintiłlation detectors have been tested to work with
maximum beam intensities up to 10*/s and a position - resolution of Ax=2mm
has been observed. The whole setup is shown in fig. 2.

tracking detector I

p • deteciors

beam
racking detector 2

Fig. 2. Schematical view of the experimental setup.

With the described setup and a beam of 10 5 6 N i / s the expected counting
rate is about 1/minute for the inelastic scattering and about five times that for
the elastically scattered particles. The expected proton - background from Ni + C
reactions will be monitored by using pure carbon targets and subtracted from
the spectra obtained with ( C / / 2 ) n targets.
As a testexperiment for the setup and to get a quantitative Information for
the background situation, the reaction p( 2 0 9 Bi,p) at 100 MeV/u has been investigated in a recent FRS - beamtime. The background originating from
Bi + C
collisions has been studied by comparing proton spectra from ( CHt )„ and pure
carbon targets; particle identification was done by TOF. It turns out, that essential
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contributions to the proton - background arise only in an energy region below
1 MeV, while the background decreases exponentially above 1 MeV to countirates
below 1 /min. After discriminating the protons and subtracting the background
originating from carbon, the elastic scattering cross section was determined and
the preliminary results (only relative cross sections) for two of total 19 proton detectors are shown in fig. 3 in comparison with a finite range DWBA - calculation
using a potential given in [ 4 ] . The measured values are adjusted in absolute
height to the calculation and the agreement of the curve with the data is satisfactory.
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Fig.3. Differential cross section for p(
Bi.p) at lOOMeV/u as function of CMS angle.
The error bars are statistical. The solid line is the result of a DWBA calculation.
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3. CONCLUSIONS

The p( 6 Ni,p') reaction has been chosen for a prototype experiment with radioactive heavy ion beam using inverse kinematics. The experimental setup and the
background situation has been tested with p( Z09 Bi,p) at 100 MeV/u. The proton
detectors as well as the beam - tracking detectors are working satisfactory. The
background turned out to be moderate for the present measurement, thus estimating a signal to background ratio better than 1:1 for the 5lNf experiment, which
will be performed in early 1992.
In addition, a testsetup with one silicon detector in the UHV - zone at the
gas - target at the ESR has been installed and is ready to take data as soon as
the design value for the density of the gas - jet target is reached.
References:
[1] P.Kienle et.al.: Phys. Bl. 46 Nr.4 (1990) 109
[ 2 ] N.Schulz et al.: Phys. Rev. £8 (1973) 1779
[ 3 ] H.Spiess et a!.: to be published
[ 4 ] Comparat et.al.: Nuci. Phys. A221 (1974) 403
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ABSTRACT

We present a mass spectrometer for radioactive nuclei. The principle of
measurement is the confinement

of the

ions in a penning

trap and the

subsequent determination of their cyclotron frequency vc which is inversely
proportional to the mass. The resolution of the method is approximately 10 ,
the achieved accuracy in mass determination 10 . We present some results
from our survey of light Rb- and Sr-isotopes.

* Supported by BMFT under contract Hz-188-I
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I. INTRODUCTION

The mass of a nucleus is, besides its shape, the property that can easiest be
visualised in the terminology of the macroscopic world. But after 50 years of
nuclear research it is not possible to calculate the mass of even the simplest
nuclei from first principles.
ION
DIRECTOR

it I

'Because the mass contains
the total binding energy
of the nucleus, experimen-

DRIFT
SUCTION

tal mass values remain the
test bed for a variety of

u

TRAP" 2

nuclear models.
The masses of stable
nuclei were determined in
spectrometers

of

= li

IMlQl

TRANSFER
SECTION

the

Mattauch-Herzog type. For
nuclei far from

stability

this method was applied to
Rb, Cs, and Fr in a series
of experiments by the Orf
say

group

[1],[2]

but

ISOLDE BEAM

Fig.l Set up of the mass spectrometer

generally it is not applicable: the production yields and lifetimes do not allow the use of spectrometers with their low efficiency. The method of choice was to calculate the masses from reaction energies like total G-decay-energies, and Q-values of different nuclear reactions. But the addition of several reaction energies led to e r rors and contradiction that cannot be resolved even in general adjustments
of experimental results [3].
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We use a method based upon the measurement of the cyclotron frequency
of the ions in a strong magnetic field.

The advantage of the method is the

long confinement time in the penning-trap that leads to a high resolution and
so to a high accuracy. After making a measurement of a long chain of Cs isotopes [4] we investigated the region of neutron deficient Rb and Sr isotopes. We find errors of only 10 keV in the investigated region.

II. PENNING TRAP

The Penning trap exploits the effect

of a radially confining magnetic

field and an axial binding static electrical field. If the electrostatic field has
the symmetry of an axial quadrupole, the ion motions in the trap become very
simple: instead of a mere rotation at the cyclotron frequency v. the particle
undergoes a fast rotation with the reduced cyclotron frequency v,. superimposed on a slow magnetron drift motion with frequency v_- vt and v. both
depend on the trapping voltage, but their sum is independent of this
quantity:
v.+v =v =—— B
^ 2nm
The sum-frequency v t

+

v. can be excited by applying an azimuthal

quadrupole RF-field at this frequency in the trap [5].

This field couples

the reduced cyclotron- and the magnetron-motion. In resonance, a pure
magnetron motion is changed into a pure cyclotron motion of the same radius
in a conversion time inversely proportional to the amplitude of the RF-field.
The linewidth of the obtained resonance is inversely proportional to the
interaction time with the RF-field: the 1 s interaction that we normally choose
lead in the here reported region of mass 80 to a resolution of 10 '
The change from magnetron- to cyclotron orbit is accompanied by a large
increase in kinetic radial energy since \t » v_>
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The energy pickup is detected by a time-of-flight (TOF) method [61:

After ejection from the trap the ions travel through the inhomogeneous fringe

field of the solenoid that gives the trapping field. The orbital magnetic mo-

mentum - proportional to radial velocity - is converted into axial momentum.

So the ions in resonance with the RF-ficld reach a particle detector roughly
two times ae fast as non-resonant ions.

The magnetic field - which enters the basic relation to calculate the

nuclidic mass from the frequency «. ~ is determined from the cyclotron
c

frequency of a nucleus with well-known mass.
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Comparison
between
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results.

deviations from a perfect quadrupole
potential. The traps are connected with
an ion-optical transfer

system. For

detection of the resonance by the TOF
technique a drift section and a channel plate detector follow the precision
trap.
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In a series of measurements in 1989 and 1990 we determined the mass of
the nuclei

75 87

" Rb and

78 83 87

" ' Sr with an uncertainty of 10 keV. The mass of

' Sr was determined for the first time experimentally. Fig. 2 shows a comparison of our new Rb-measurements with two well-known mass-formulae [8]:
the model of Jaenecke and Masson is reproducing the experimental values
quite well, but it only

has limited predictive

power

since

it relies on

experimentally determined neighbouring masses as input parameters. On the
other hand the model of Moller and Nix, a macroscopic-microscopic model
constructed with a lot of physical insight, is not giving a good fit to our
results. We are at the moment studying this class of models in detail to track
down the deficiencies.
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The mutual electromagnetic forces the ions exert on each other leadB to a
shift of the resonance frequency. We studied this behaviour in a series of
numerical simulations and experiments. One possible way of correcting for
these shifts is to perform the experiment with a very small number of ions in
the trap and then to extrapolate to zero cont-amination. With

Rb we were able
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to do this step and for the first time in mass spectrometry we achieved a
resolution of ground state and isomer. Fig.3 shows the two resonances of
ground- and excited state. The frequency separation corresponds exactly to
the reported excitation energy of 463(10) keV.
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1. INTRODUCTORY REMARKS

Results from the Lowell group's measurements and analyses of fast-neutron elastic and inelastic
scattering cross sections on the principal actinide nuclei have been reported at previous recent Mazurian meetings (Sheldon 1989,1986; Sheldon ©/a/1986). The current report updates the findings from
these ongoing studies, presenting jhew results for inelastic neutron scattering from 23ZTb and 238U to
collective rotational and vibrational levels up to E* s 1 MeV in excitation energy for incident energies
En = 2.3 - 3 0 MeV and for 239Pu up to E* a 0.076 MeV for En = 0.57 MeV. ^Preliminary results were
reported ?t physics data conferences earlier this year (Sheldon eta/ 1991a. 1991b: Egan etal 1991);
the results in the present paper constitute mors definitively measured and calculated data as wsl! as
new analyses and evaluations.
The experimental data on the even-A nuclei 232Th and 238U comprise level excitation functions
[EFs] for the incident-energy range E n = 2.3 - 3.0 MeV and angular distributions [AD's] at En = 2.4 and
2.8 MeV. while those for the odd-A nucleus 239Pu constitute AD's at En = 0.57 MeV. These were measured using subnanosecond-resolution time-of-flight neutron spectroscopy over a 2V4-metre flightpath (Aliyar1988, Goswami etaJ 1988. Egan etal 1988. Kegel eta/ 1988a. t98&b. Egan <?/d/1991.
Kegel e/a/1991).
The theoretical data have been refined through the use of new vibrational-band coupling strengths
and the linkage of analyses in a Lowell/Los Alamos [LANL] collaboration employing the "standard" formalisms in which Hauser-Feshbach-Moldauer compound-nucleus [CN] cross sections are incoherently added to coupled-channel distorted-wave direct-interaction [Dl] contributions. To avoid inordinately long computation times and memory-capacity requirements, the more complex HofmannRichert-Tepel-Weidenmuller [HRTW] approach has not been utilized. The availability of very recent
evaluations, in the form of ENDF/B-VI data-bank cross sections, has enabled us to make direct comparisons between experimental, theoretical and evaluated data.

2. THEORETICAL ANALYSES AND RESULTS
The close spacing of levels in these actinide nuclei rendered it impossible in some instances to
resolve the separate n'-groups experimentally, even with premium resolution, and hence required that
in such cases the individual contributions from the members in each group of levels be summed to

-89yield a "composite" cross section over a specified excitation-energy range Specifically, the data for
232
Th(n. n') constitute EFs and AD's tor the following five groups:
(i) the 333.1-keV (6+) [K = 0+ ground-state rotational] niveau:
(ii) the pair of states at 714 25 KeV (1 ••) [K=0-octupole vib ] and 730 10 keV (0+) [K = 0*- 0- vib.]:
(iii) a composite of five levels in the E' - 774 - 830 keV range comprising the 774 1-keV (2+)
[K-0+tf-vib.].774.4-keV(3-)[K=0-oct. vib.]. 785.2-keV (2+) [K=2+ y-vib.], «Z8,1-keV (10+)
[K=0+ g s. rot ] and 829.6-keV (3+) [K=2+ y-vibration) states;
(iv) a combination of three levels in the E" = 873 - 890 keV range consisting of the 873-keV (4+)
[K=2+ ff-vib.]. 883.3-keV (5-) (K=0- oct. vib.] and 890.1 -keV (4+) [K=2+ -/-vibration] states, and
(v) the 960.2-keV (5+) [K = 2+ y-vibrational] level
For 238 U(n. n'), the somewhat wider level spacing permitted better individualization ot states into
the following five groups:
(i) the 307.2-keV (6+) [K = 0+ ground-state rotational] level:
(ii) the 680.1-keV (1-) [K = 0-octupole vibrational) state:
(iii) the next 731 S-keV (3-) [K = 0 octu pole vibrational] level;
(iv) the next 827.2-keV (5-) [K = 0- octupole vibrational] level; and
(v) a composite of eight levels in the E* = 927 - 998 keV range consisting of the 927.2-keV (0+)
[K =0+ 2-phonon y-vib.]. the 930.8-keV (1-) [K=1- oct. vib.]. the next 950.0-keV (2-) [K=1- oct.
vib.]. the 966-keV (7-) [K = 0- oct. vib.]. 966.3-keV (2+) [K = 0+ 2-phonon y-vib.]. 993-keV (0+)
[K = 0+ jfl-vib.] and 997.5-keV (3-) [K - 1- octupole vibrational] states.
For 239Pu(n,n) and (n. n') the members of the K = V4 * ground-state rotational band were paired:
(i) the 0-keV (Vi +) and 7.8-keV (3/2 +) ground and first-excited states being combined; and
(ii) the 57.3-keV (5/2 +) and 75.7-keV (7/2 +) levels being combined.
For consistency, the CN + Dl computations, performed at Lowell with the programmes CINDY +
KAPJUP and at LANL with COMNUC + DWUCK, employed the Bruyeres set of optical-potential parameters and deformations (Haouat etal 1980. 1982), or minor modifications thereof as established by
the LANL group to provide a better overall tit over the energy range £n=1-20 MeV, as listed inTabie 1.
In the CN computations, provision was made for the effect of competing n' and (radiative-capture)
y-channels and of (n. f) fission, as well as allowing for Moldauer level-width fluctuation enhancement
of elastic-scattering and diminution of inelastic-scattering cross sections. For incident energies above
about E n £ 1 MeV. the effect of continuum competition (using Gilbort-Cameron level-donsity parameters) was taken into account. The Dl contributions have now been completely recalculated, using
values of deformation parameters and coupling strengths as specified in Table 2. Therein, the values
were either those established by the Bruyeres group (Haouat e/<3/1980,1982) from (n. n1) analyses or'
those (fiy) deduced from experimental studies of (d, d') or Coulomb-excitation reactions to derive reduced multipole transition probabilities B(EX). in accordance with the formula:
/Sx = {Ait I [3 Z (r0 A" 3 ) 2 ] > [BiEX)]1^ with r0 = 1.2 fm.
A single value of 0^ was used for all members of any given band. This procedure furnished generally
better agreement with the measured data than had hitherto been achieved, though some conspicuous
discrepancies remain evident in Figs. 1-4. No further attempt was made to secure a still closer fit
through further variation of parameters - this would have entailed inordinately long computer running
times and would have obscured the basic aim of comparing the independent approaches.
In Figs. 1(a.b) are shown level EFs for 2 3 2 Th and 238 U(n. n') to E n = 3.5 MeV, the points with error
bars representing the high-energy Lowell measurements from En = 2.3 - 3.0 MeV by Aliyar (1988) and
Kegel etal (1988b). The Lowell CN/DI computations with CINDY/KARJUP are depicted as solid
curves, while the LAML computations with COMNUC/DWUCK and modified parameters (Egan etal
1986, Arthur 1986. as listed in Table 1) are displayed as broken (dashed) curves. The latest
evaluated data, from ENDF/B-VI files (Bhat 1990, Western eta/ 1990) are indicated by the dotted
curves. It is evident that the variation of (n. n1) cross sections with energy in this incident-energy region
is fairly well represented by statistical-model/DWDI calculations and excellently fitted by the latest
evaluations.
In Figs. 2(a,b) are shown the AD's for 232 Th(n. n') at Ep = 2.4 and 2.8 MeV. using the same
graphical convention, while Figs. 3(a.b) depict those for 238 U(n. n') at En = 2.4 and 2.8 MeV. and
Figs.4(a,b) present those for 233 Pu at En = 0.57 MeV. In Fig. 4 the broken curves have been omitted,
since the LANL computations formed the basis for the ENDF/B-VI evaluation file and accordingly are
identical with the dotted curves. As AD's are intrinsically more sensitive to reaction mechanism and
choice of modę! parameters than EFs, it is to be expected that discrepancies between experiment

-90and theory will appear more pronounced in Figs 2 - A than in Fig I. In particular, the AD (its to highlying individual states (such as the J* = 5* levels in Figs 2 and 3) do r.n\ provide as satisfactory an
overall fit. either in magnitude or in structure as in the remaining case'j. In general, it would appear
that the theoretical angular variation tends to be more bland than that suggested by the measured
data Nonetheless, the over-all match of theory to experiment can be deemed acceptable.
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Fig. 1. Excitation functions for inelastic neutron scattering on (a) 232Th and (b) 238U to individual or
grouped (unresolvable) levels in rotational (uppermost plots) and vibrational betnds up to E*s1.000
keV, comparing the Lowell group's measured data (points, with error bars) from 2.3 to 3.0 MeV in 0.1MeV steps (Aiiyar 1988. Kegel etal 1988a) with the theoretical predictions from the standard (CN+DI)
formalism, as calculated at Lowell (solid curves) and Los Alamos (LANL, Egan eta/ 1986. Arthur
198S) (broken curves) to 3.5 MeV. The ENDF/B-VI evaluations by Bhat (1990) for 232Th and by
Weston e/a/(1990) for Z38U are depicted as dotted curves. In the uppermost (6+) plots, the theoretical aoss sections at high energies tend to be elevated by the onset of substantial direct-interaction
(Dl) contributions (as compound-nucleus [CN] admixtures become vanishingly small).
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Fig. 2. Angular distributions for 232Th(n. n') scattering to individual or grouped (unresolvable) levels
up to E* = 960.2 keV at (a) En = 2.4 MeV and (b) E n = 2.8 MeV. comparing the Lowell group's
measured data (points, with error bars) with theoretical (CN+DI) differential cross sections computed
with the programmes CINDY/KAFUUP at Lowell (solid curves), or COMNUC/DWUCK at LANL
(dashed curves). As the ENDF/B-VI evaluated differential cross-section data for these levels
commenced only at higher incident energies (E n s 5 MeV). no (dotted) evaluation curves are included. The scatter of the measured data-points renders a shape-comparison difficult but the
magnitudes are in reasonably close agreement with theory {with the possible exception of the data for
the 960.2-keV (5+) [K = 2+ y-vibrational] state, for which larger Dl band-coupling strengths would be
beneficial: however, the experimental error limits are rather large in these cases and "fine-tuning" of
the theoretical parameters would appear to be unjustified}.
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Fig. 3. Angular distributions for 2 3 8 U(n, n') to individual or composite (unresolvable) levels up to
E*=997.5 keV at (a) En=2.4 MeV and (b) E n = 2.8 MeV, comparing Lowell experimental data with
theoretical (CN+DI) differential .cross sections. As the ENDF/B-V7 evaluated differential cross-section
data for these levels commenced only at higher incident energies (E n 3 5 MeV). no (dotted) evaluation
curves are included. Again, the theoretical magnitudes match the measured differential cross
sections quite closely, but a structural fit is unattainable. The rather poor fits in the case of the 827.2keV (5-) [K = 0- octupole vibrationai] state may be attributed to use of too small a value for the bandcoupling parameter, but a larger value would have destroyed ths fit to the other members of this
octupole band, shown immediately above these plots.
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Fig. 4. Angular distributions for elastic and inelastic neutron scattering at E,, = 0.57 MeV on Z^Pu to
paired members of the K = J4+ ground-state rotational band: (a) to the 0.00-keV (1/2+) and 7.8-keV
(3/2+) levels, and (b) to the 57.3-keV (5/2+) and 75.7-keV (7/2+) levels, comparing Lowell
experimental data (points, with error bars) with Lowell CN+D! computations (soiid cuives) and LANL
computations, the latter being identical with ENDF/B-VI evaluations (dotted cuives).

Table 1. Optical-potential parameters used in the CN/DI computations at Lowell and LANL
Nuclide Real Potential V WSD Potential W
232
238

T7i

U(Br/Low)
(LANL)

4S.4 - 0.3 ą,
46.2 - 0.3 E„
46.2-0.275 E„

^ P u f B r / L o w ) 46.2 - 0.3 E„
(LANL)

46.2 - 0.3 E n

3.6 + 0.4 ą,
3.6 + 0.4 E n
3.18 +0.4 E„
3.6 + 0.4 E„
3.3 + 0.45 E n

<o
1.26
1.26
1.26
1.26
1.26

0.63
0.63
0.63
0.63
0.63

1.26
1.26
1.26
1.26
1.24

0.52
0.52
0.52
0.52
0.50

6.2
6.2
6.2
6.2
6.2

1.12
1.12
1.12
1.12
1.12

0.47
0.47
0.47
0.47
0.47

02

04

0.1S0
0.198
0.198
0.220
0.205

0.07
0.080
0.057
0.070
0.075

-95f a b l e 2. Admide nucleć»r Iw«?l5 for which reduced muitipole transition probabilities B(fiA) have been
determined ^nd thence deformations ))K deduced (or ft assigned from (n. n') analys>?s|. together with
the levels and adopted coupling '.strengths featured in the present investigations.

Nucleus E*
^ f h 333.1
(556.9
714.25
730.10
774.1
774.4
785.2
(828.1

J*
6+

K"

B(E\)e

2

0X

\

0+ g.s.rot.

12+
3-

2*
10+

0- oct.vib.
0+ o band
0+ .J vib.
0- oct.vib.
2+ y band
0+ g.s.rot.

Reference

:
02 = O
M90. 04 = 0.071 Haouat et
a/1980.1982)
(i2 • fi\
0.066
0.0271
0.0271
0.0271 Schmorak 1982
0.066
0.066
Schmorak 1982
0.0299
00299 Schmorak 1982
02 • 04 )

8+

0+

Coupl. Str.*

2

0.10 b
3
0.45 b
3
2
0.122 b 2

829.6 3+
2+yvib.
0.0299
873.0 4+
0+ 0 vib.
0.0271
803.3 50- oct.vib.
0.066
890.1 A>2* yvib.
0.0299
9fi0.2 5+
2+ yvib
0.0299
" Deformation parameters: Range in literalure: 0 2 = 0.183-0.238:04 = 0.049 - 0.118: 0 6 = 0.009).
Average of cited deformations: 0 2 = 0.208. 0 4 = O.O81. 0 6 = ±0.009.
U *

(518 3

G' g.s. rot.
4.7 b 2

8+

2

0.18

02-fit) Shurshikov 1988

0- oct. vib.
0.575 b 3 3
0.0685
0.0685 Shurshikov 1988
0- oct. vib.
0.0685
30 2 . /?4;I Shurshikov 1988
0+ g.s. rot.
10+
5.2 b 2
2
0.19
0- oct. vib,
50.0685
0.011
0+
0+ 2-ph.y
0.017 b 2
2
0.011
Shurshikov 1988
0.0486
11- oct. vib.
1- oct. vib.
0.0486
20- oct. vib.
0.0685
70.011
2+
0+ 2-ph.y
0.018
0+
0+ 0-band
993
0.0486 Shurshikov 1988
0.206 b 3
1- oct vib.
997.5
3 0.0486
30.018 Shurshikov 1988)
0 + 0 vib.
037/.048/.063 b 2 2 .016/.018/021
(1037 3
2+
" Deformation parameters: Range in literature: 0 2 -• 0.198 - 0.27: /?„ = 0.017-0.103: 0 B = 0 -> -0.015].
580.1
731.9
(775.7
827.2
927.2
930.8
950.0
966
966 3

1-

Average of eitsd deformations:
239p u

0.0
0.0

1/2+
1/2+

0.0
7.8

1/2+
3/2+

57.3

5/2+

75.7
505.5
556.1
939
1001
1135
1282

7/2+
5/27/23/2+
5/25/2+
7/2-

^ = 0.236.

0 4 ~ 0.049.

g.s. rot
g.s. rot
0.29
4.4 b 2

f? e = -0.011.

0 2 = 0.220.04 = 0-°7° Haouat 1980
0 2 = O.2O5.04 = 0.075 Young 1991
a-,.0A Schmorak 1933
Schmorak 1983

0.169
P-> • ^ 4

1/2(631]

3
3
2
3
2
3

0.039
0.045
0.020
0.043
0.024
0.050

Young and
Arthur 1991
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ABSTRACT

The L-conversion coefficients of the 9.4 keV transition between the first excited state
of J" = 7/2 + and the 9/2 + ground state of 83Kr here been measured in ions of ionicity

q from 28 to 33. These coefficients are sensitive to changes in L-shell wave functions as

electrons are successively removed. Preliminary results are aL(q) = 14 ~(10), 14.8(10),

14.1(8), 14.7(10), 15.1(22) and 19.4(80) for q = 28, 29, 30, 31, 32 ar:.-. 33 respectively.

Results of a preliminary experiment to measure L-sheli internal cosrrersion coefficients
ar,(q) in highly stripped 83Kr ions of charge state q are presented. The transition between
the 9.4 keV first excited state and ground state of

83

Kr is predominantly [lj magnetic

dipole (electric quadrupole to magnetic dipole intensity ratio = 1.7(2) x 10~4) and is highly
converted, chiefly in the L-shell with a small fraction in the M-shell. The total conversion
coefficient a ~ 19.5(15) with predicted [2j aL/a ~ 0.86. Measurements of aL(q) for q = 28
to 33 give information on changes in L-shell electron wave functions as L-shell electrons
are successively removed, and thus provide tests of relativistic mean field predictions of
electron orbitals. If measurements can be made with sufficient accuracy corrections from
QED effects can be probed.
The technique used to measure the ai(q) values is similar to that used [3j in experiments on the isomeric state in

57

Fe. A secondary beam of 83Kr, in which a fraction of

-97-

the nuclei was in the excited 9.4 keV state, was produced by Coulomb excitation of ii
cident 650 MeV 83Kr ions from the ATLAS accelerator at the Argonne Laboratory. Tl

secondary beam, scattered from a 300 /*g cm"2 Au target at various laboratory angl<
$L forward of the angle for nuclear grazing collisions, was analysed in an Enge magnet

spectrometer. The numbers of excited nuclei decaying during passage of the spectromet<

were deduced from the patterns of events observed in the spectrometer focal plane. A

example is shown in figure 1. The pattern is simpler in this experiment than in that c
"

s7

Fe because of the absence of Aq = +2 events, which are energetically impossible for 83F

ions with no electrons in the M-shell (q > 26).

0.0

200

300

400
500
Channel number

600

Figure 1 — An experimental spectrum (see text).
The fractions f0 of excited

83

Kr nuclei leaving the target at different 9i, were deter

mined from the total numbers of ions which decayed in the magnet, a^d the total number
in the unchanged charge peaks. In this experiment /o equalled 0.07(1) at $i = 25°, anc
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0.11(1) at 30°. The analysis to deduce ai(q) from the numbers observed along the focal
plane then followed the procedure outlined for *7Fe, although simplified by the presence
only of Ac = -f 1 events. The position spectra obtained at 6i. = 25° and 30" were analysed
by performing a multi-dimensional \2 minimisation between the spectra and Monte-Carlo
simulations of the experiment incorporating the ion-optical code RAYTRACE [4l modified
to include Ac — +1 charge changes. Self-consistency was preserved by including a factor
dependent on the difference between the lifetimes used as inputs to the simulations, and
those deduced from the numbers produced by the simulations.
Figure 2 shows the residuals from the best fit simulation to the data of figure 1. The
table shows the results obtained for «£,(<?) from data at 9^ — 25° and 30°.
1.5

-1.5-4

200

300

400
500
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600

Figure 2 — The difference between the experimental and calculated spectra.
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Ionic
Charge

25°

28
29
30
31
32
33

15.1(13)
14.4(12)
13.9(10)
14.5(11)
14.4(26)
17.2(99)

30°

14.2(14)
15.4(15)
14.6(15)
15.3(23)
16.8(40)
23.5(136)

Table — Extracted o*L(q)

For q = 33, the F=3 ionic charge-state is expected to have a much lower ai tha

the F=4 state. (Angular momentum conservation requires a <£-state free electron afte
conversion in the F=3 state, and the <f-electron wavefunction has small amplitude a
the nucleus). In the analysis it was assumed that a£,(33)[F=3] was zero, and that th
population of ions in the q — 33 charge-state was statistically distributed between the tw
F-states. The ac(3Z) value obtained from the analysis is thus ax;(33)[F=4], to a gooi
approximation.
Simple considerations suggest that
«Ł(33)[F

= 4] = - aL(S2).

(1

The results of the present preliminary experiment are of insufficient accuracy to probe thii

prediction, or to test changes in electron wave functions as L-shell electrons are removed

However, the results do show that the technique is capable of measuring those effects wit!
an experiment of higher statistical accuracy.
This work was supported in part by NATO grant No..0210-87, by grants from the U.S

Department of Energy, Nuclear Physics Division, under contract No. W-31-109-ENG -38
and by the Science and Engineering Research Council of the U.K.
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Abstract
A diffraction spectrometer with a quartz crystal bent to
the radius of 4.64 m has been installed at the beam line
of KVI variable energy cyclotron. The instrument is intended for a detailed study of KX-rays from multiply
ionized atoms with Z>56. The KX-ray spectra of Tb
produced during the bombardment with 15MeV/amu
4
He and 2 0 Ne beams are presented along with the Ka
X-ray calibration spectrum of 1 7 0 Yb. The L-shell ionization probabilities in near central collisions are deduced from the measured L-satellite yield distribution.
The procedure to extract the ionization probabilities
from the measured satellite spectra is discussed.

ing events. The latter ones can be considered as
central collisions on the L-shell scale. Thus an observation of Ka satellites corresponds to measuring the L-shell ionization yields for small impact
parameters. The complexity of the KX-ray spectra requires, however, that the instrumental energy
resolution is comparable to the natural line width.
This is only achievable with a diffraction crystal
spectrometer.

The Ka satellite spectra have been extensively
investigated in the past for heavy-ion induced ionization in atoms with Z < 3 0 [1,2,3], using diffraction spectrometers in a reflection mode. Recently,
this technique has also been applied to heavier elements, with the use of bent crystal spectrometers
In a single ion - atom collision the rapidly chang- in the transmission mode, installed in-beam at the
ing Coulomb field causes multiple removal of target cyclotrons of PSI, Villigen [4,5] and of KFA, Julich
inner shell electrons. For instance, several L-shell [6,7]. The present note describes the installation of
vacancies can be produced simultaneously with a the Julich spectrometer [8] at the KVI, Groningen,
single K-sheII hole. Each vacancy in the L-shell envisaged as a continuation and extension of the
reduces the screening of the remaining target elec- PSI and KFA work. The first experimental results
trons. As a result, energies of the Ka X-rays follow- for Tb bombarded with 15MeV/amu "He and 2 0 Ne
ing such a collision increase approximately linearly ions are presented and the procedure to extract the
with the number of holes in the L-shell. The energy L-shell ionization probabilities in near central colliincrement per each spectator hole in the L-shell is sions from the measured satellite yields is discussed.
larger than the natural line width for any Z. In a
The spectrometer uses the (110) planes of a 4 mm
consequence, the KX-ray spectrum from a statistithick
quartz crystal bent to the radius of 4.64m. It
cally populated sample exhibits a composite (satellite) structure, where each satellite corresponds to is installed at 90° with respect to the beam of the
a particular number of L-shell vacancies. A mea- KVI variable energy cyclotron, behind a i m thick
surement of the relative yields of these lines gives concrete wall. It views the target through a 2 m
directly the population of the L-shell vacancies at long lead collimator equipped with a parallel openthe time of the KX-ray emission and indirectly the ip- for a Ge monitor detector. The diffracted radiL-shell ionization probability for the K-shell ioniz- -• ,kon is detected with a 5.2 cm (diameter) x 1.2 cm
(thick) HP-Ge detector placed in a lead housing.
Details of the system are described in [8].
*On leave from University of Ioannins, Greece
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Figure 1: First order reflection of the K a j ^ 170Yb line measured to test the focusing property of the
spectrometer. Full curve represents the least square fit of Voigt profiles to the measured spectrum.
Instrumental line w,idth of Tms =26eV corresponds to 5 arcsec of angular resolution.
The spectrometer has been tested and optimized gles. This provided an additional check that the
for the measurements of the satellite spectra us- instrumental asymmetries could be neglected. An
ing radioactive ! 7 0 Tm source. The KQ X-ray spec- example of the He induced Tb K<x\ spectrum is
trum of I70 Yb accompanying the decay of 170 Tm shown in fig. 2.
was measured at negative and positive Bragg anNext, the Tb target was exposed to a
gles in first order of reflection. To demonstrate the 15MeV/amu Ne beam with an intensity of about
foccusing quality of the spectrometer an example of 30 nA. In order to survey the instrumental reprothe Koi/j spectrum is shown in fig. 1.
ductibility, the spectra were collected in at least two
The natural widths of Yb lines are equal to successive step by step scannings for both sides of
40 6eV(A'a!), and 42.0 eV (Ka2), [9] and are of the reflection. Good reproductibility has been achieved.
ordf of the instrumental line width. Thus, the line The rich K<*i satellite spectrum obtained in this run
shape should be well described by the Voigt func- is shown in the lower part in fig. 2.
Several interesting features can be noted from the
tion obtained by the convolution of the Lorentzian
line shape with the Gaussian instrumental response. comparison of the He and Ne induced spectra.
Solid curves in fig. 1 represent the least square fit of
• Strong satellite peaks dominate the high enVoigt profiles to the measured KX-ray spectra. The
ergy side of Ne induced Koc\ transition. (Peaks
best fit instrumental line widths are equal to 25.9eV
labelled Ka\V originate from the Ka\ transi(Kai) and 25.5eV (K012) which corresponds to 5
tions with additional / L-shell vacancies present
arcsec of angular resolution. The angular resolution
at the moment of deexcitation). In the 4 He inof that order allows toresolve the KX-ray satellites
duced spectrum, the satellite peak is observed
for all elements in the allowed energy range. For
only as a weak shoulder of the diagram Ka\
very heavy elements, however, the interpretation of
line.
the satellite spectra is more difficult since the natural line width becomes comparable to the satellite
• The linewidth of the KaiL0 line in the Neenergy splitting and the complex structure of a sininduced spectrum is larger than in the heliumgle satellite line due to angular momentum coupling
induced transition, and the widths of the
of the open shells is more pronounced [6].
Ka^L1 are substantially larger than those of
In the first on-line measurement we have studthe Koc\L° one.
ied the Kai profile of terbium bombarded with a
• The main component line is shifted toward
15MeV/amu, 400 nA alpha beam. The KOLX line
higher energies in the neon-induced spectrum.
was measured at positive and negative Bragg an-

-103The broadening and the net energy shift of the
A'oiZ.0 line in ihe rase of N'e-induced spectrum
indicates the effect of multiple M-shell ionization.
The average M-shell ionization probability for the
Ne projectiles could in principle be deduced from
the relative energy differences between the A'oiL 0
lin^s in He and Ne induced spectra if one assumes
the M-shell ionizalioa for He to be negligible [4].
(The Doppler effect does not contribute any sizeable
broadening and energy shift [5]).The analysis, however, is moJel dependent and will be not. presented
here. An additional clearly observable broadening
of the A'ci]/.' lines results from different energy
splitting for various L-subshell spectator hoie configurations and angular momentum coupling of the
open shells. ]n order to investigate the influence
of the complex structure of single satellite line on
the total shape of satellite spectrum we have performed the theoretical simulation of KQJL 1 line profile of Tb. The energies and intensities of the KQIL 1
components have been calculated with the use of
Desclaux program package [10] with the inclusion
of transverse (Breit) interaction and quantum electrodynamics (self energy and vacuum polarization)
corrections. Only the L-shell spectator hoie configurations has been taken into account. In this model,
the satellite line with the single spectator hole in Lshell splits into 9 lines with average energy of 103eV
above the diagram line and spreads over the energyrange from 42eY to 160eV. The theoretical shape
of K a j L 0 1 complex is shown in fig. 3.
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The positions of the KajL 1 components originating from different initial and final state configurations are also shown. The shape of each particular Figure 2: High resolution spectrum of the tercomponent has been calculated as a convolution of bium Kai X-line induced by 4He and M Ne ions.
natural line shape (the width taken from [9]) with The satellite lines labelled KaiL' correspond to the
the instrumental (gaussian) response function with transition with / "spectator" holes in L-shell. Rethe width corresponding to 5 arc sec of angular res- sults of the fitting procedure are also shown.
olution.
In a standard analysis of the satellite spectra, the
splitting of the atomic levels due to angular momentum coupling of the open shells is usually neglected
and the average position of a single satellite line is
used instead. Following this procedure we have fitted the set of two Voigt profiles of adjustable width
to the diagram and satellite line complex. \V"e find
that the total shape of the satellite spectrum is relatively well described by this simple model (see fig. 3)
but the reproduced satellite to diagram intensity ratio differ of about 5% in comparison with the value
used in the model construction. The observed difference might suggests that the analysis of Ka x-ray
satellite spectra by the decomposition of the spectrum into the Voigt profiles leads to systematic deviation from the real value of satellite line yields.

To confirm this conclusion, however, it is necessary
to include into the theoretical model of the satellite
spectra the possibility of M-shell ionization process
which accompanies the L-shell ionization in H.I.atom collision. The inclusion of the angular momentum coupling between open L and M shell leads
to a large number of possible initial and final state
configurations and can smooth to a large extent the
shape of KojL 1 band [11].
The preliminary analysis of satellite spectra was
carried out by fitting a set of Voigt functions resulting from the convolution of a Lorentzian line shape
(with a fixed width taken from tables [9]) with a
Gaussian instrumental response function. To take
int•, account the multiplet structure of single satel-
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Figure 3: Simulated spectrum of Tb KrviL1 line profile. Positions of different contributions are marked
by |
(Only the L-shell angular momentum coupling mechanism has been included.)
lite line, the Gaussian parts of Voigt profiles were
fitted with adjustable width. The results of the fitting procedure are also depicted in fig.2. The yield
distribution of the Ne-induced satellite spectra is
presented in table 1. The satellite yield distribution corresponds to the spectator vacancy distribution at the time of the KX-ray emission. The initial
vacancy distribution can be deduced after correcting for the radiative and Auger processes, as a resuit of which the L-shell vacancies are filled prior
to the KX-ray emission. In addition, the L and
M - shell vacancies substantially change the fluorescence yields of Kon^ and Kji transitions. The
correction procedure for rearrangement transitions
is presented in papers [4,12]. In table 1 the yield distribution of the Ne induced satellite spectrum and
the corresponding primary vacancy distribution are
shown for the Ne induced spectrum.

From the population of vacancies created at the
moment of collision the L-shell ionization probabilities can be deduced. In the framework of the independent electron approximation, the distribution
of the primary vacancies could be described as a
binomial one. Neglecting in a first approach the
differences in ionization probabilities for various I.
subshells, and assuming that the L-shell ionization
probability is constant in the range of impact parameters where K-shell ionization takes place, the
probability of direct ionization of I out of eight Lshell electrons depends on a single parameter Pi,

Satellite

Experimental
satellite
yield XKo(KLn)

Piimary
distribution

530(15)
355(12)
103(11)
12(12)

504(30)
356(19)
122(20)
18(18)

6

KaL
KaL1
KaL'2
KaL0

lKa(KLn)

Table 1: Observed and primary vacancy distribution for ssTb bombarded with 15MeV/amu 20 Ne
ions. Errors are due to experimental errors, and the
uncertainties of rearrangement probabilities. The
sum of intensities is normalized to 1000.
and is given by:

where Pi - is the probability of ejecting one electron
from the L-shell for an "effective" (close to zero in
the L-shell scale) impact parameter. Using the presented model we have fitted the experimental satellite distribution obtaining P L =0.083±0.005. The
semiclassical calculations performed with relativistic hydrogenic wave functions and including the recoil effect yield the value t».060 [13].
There are several possi;•!*• reasons of the observed difference between tii -oreii'-al and experimental values of the ionizatioi; probability. First,

-105it inay be caused by the use of hydrogenic wave
functions in the SCA calculations which are too
rough an approximation of the realistic wave functions especially in the energetic H.I.-atom collisions [16,15,12], Second, it may originate from the
approximate method of the analysis. Finally, Lsubshell coupling [6,7], electron capture [4,6] as well
as core relaxation mechanism can contribute to the
total ionization probability in H.I.-atom collision.
Detailed discussion of the observed difference between theoretical and experimental ionization probability is beyond the scope of the present note (see,
however [17]) and will be published in a forthcoming
paper.
It is worth noting thai, good agreement is generally found between the experimental and theoretical total K- and L-shell ionization cross section.
A more demanding test of the theory is the comparison of ionization probabilities as a function of
the impact parameter. Until now, however, only
few such experiments have been carried out for
the L-shell. These experiments require measuring
the X-ray or Auger yields in coincidence with the
scattered projectile and are particularly iiifivull for
high bombarding energies. The "satellite" method
allows the determination of L-shell ionization probabilities for close to zero impact parameters for any
energy of the ionizing particle. Such data appear to
give a more crucial test of the theory than the total
cross sections. In comparison with impact parameter dependent measurements of L-shell ionization
probabilities, the "satellite" method has an advantage that the rearrangement corrections are small
due to the short lifetime of the K-shell hole. In the
case of LX-ray-particle coincidence method the rearrangement corrections are large and greatly influenced by uncertainties of Auger and Coster-Kronig
transition rates in multiply ionized atoms.
The results of theoretical simulation of the KaiL 1
line profile of Tb show that the correct analysis of
experimental spectra requires the detailed theoretical knowledge of KQ satellite line structure.
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